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This master’s thesis investigates Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) in the context of
small and medium-sized banks in Finland. The CSR research concentrates on large
companies, leaving small and medium-size enterprises (SMEs) unexplored. Theory
connecting CSR to SMEs is almost nonexistent. Despite of their small size, SME’s influence
on economy, environment and society is significant.
This study aims to understand how small and medium-sized banks can integrate CSR into
their business. In addition, the objective is to investigate whether the SMEs’ special
resources and capabilities, strong social capital and informal company culture, can support
small and medium sized-banks to address CSR. The study adopts resource-based view to
explore the link between CSR activities and banks’ competitiveness. This study applies a
multiple case study method. A group of 15 Finnish small and medium-sized banks from OP
Financial Group were selected as units of analysis. Banks’ managers are interviewed by
using semi-structured interviews. The data analysis is conducted using codification
methodology based on grounded analysis.
The study findings indicate that the case companies can integrate CSR into their business by
exploiting their existing resources strategically. Strategizing CSR is necessary to manage the
scattered CSR practices into performance that enhance the competitiveness of the bank and
to make the current responsible actions visible. Strong social capital and creation of common
vision support small and medium-sized banks to meet the CSR objectives. Informal
company culture enables banks to be flexible in re-allocating their resources in order to
address CSR issues. CSR is seen as an element that helps to create a common tone to sales
work and collaborations. High regulation of the industry and cooperative company structure
create a solid foundation for strategizing CSR.
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Tämän pro gradu -tutkielman tarkoituksena on tutkia yritysvastuuta pienissä ja keskisuurissa
pankeissa Suomessa. Yritysvastuututkimus keskittyy suuriin yrityksiin, jättäen pienet ja
keskisuuret (pk) yritykset vähemmälle huomiolle. Teoreettinen ymmärrys yritysvastuusta
pk-yrityksissä on miltei olematonta. Pienestä koostaan huolimatta pk-yrityksillä on
merkittävä vaikutus talouteen, ympäristöön ja yhteiskuntaan.
Tämä tutkimus pyrkii ymmärtämään miten pienet ja keskisuuret pankit voivat sisällyttää
yritysvastuun osaksi liiketoimintaansa. Tutkimuksen tavoitteena on myös selvittää, voivatko
pk-yrityksille ominaiset resurssit, sosiaalinen pääoma ja epävirallinen yrityskulttuuri tukea
yritysvastuun toteuttamista. Tämä tutkimus käyttää resurssiperusteista näkökulmaa
tutkiakseen miten yritysvastuuta voidaan integroida yrityksen toimintaan tavalla, joka tukee
myös yrityksen kilpailukykyä. Tutkimus toteutettiin monitapaustutkimuksena.
Tutkimukseen osallistui yhteensä 15 pientä ja keskisuurta pankkia OP ryhmästä. Pankkien
johtoasemassa olevia henkilöitä haastateltiin puolistrukturoidulla haastattelumenetelmällä.
Tulokset analysoitiin käyttämällä systemaattista data-analyysimenetelmää.
Tutkimus osoittaa, että tutkimuksen kohteena olevat pienet ja keskisuuret pankit voivat
sisällyttää yritysvastuuta toimintaansa hyödyntämällä olemassa olevia resurssejaan
strategisesti. Strateginen lähestyminen yritysvastuuseen on välttämätöntä, jotta hajanaiset
yritysvastuuteot saadaan näkyväksi ja muutettua toiminnaksi, joka edistää yrityksen
kilpailukykyä. Vahva sosiaalinen pääoma ja yhteisen vision luominen tukevat
yritysvastuutavoitteiden saavuttamista. Epävirallinen yrityskulttuuri mahdollistaa pienten
pankkien notkeuden järjestää resurssinsa vastaamaan yritysvastuun tavoitteita. Yritysvastuu
nähdään elementtinä, joka luo yhteisen sävyn myyntityöhön ja yhteistyösopimuksiin.
Pankkialan sääntely sekä osuuskuntamuotoinen yritysmuoto luovat hyvän pohjan
yritysvastuun integroinnille yrityksen toimintaan.
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1. Introduction
During the past decade sustainability has received lot of attention globally, both in academic
and business fields. The global economic and financial crises, climate change, resource
scarcity, environmental contamination and social inequality have put companies’ impacts to
economy, society and environment under scrutiny and created pressure for businesses of all
sizes to act in responsible manner. Hence, including Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
considerations into business operations has become an integral part of sustainable business
today. CSR stands for company’s voluntary actions that go beyond law and contribute to the
wellbeing of society and environment (McWilliams and Siegel 2001). Companies have a
central role in enabling sustainable development (SD) and they have found business case
from CSR: it is source of innovation, new business models and competitive advantage
(Porter and Kramer 2006, 80). However, small and medium-sized companies (SME) are left
out of this development to large extent, even though SMEs consist majority of the world
economy; according to Spence (2007) SMEs are the most common form of business in
developing and developed economies. Hillary (2000) argues that SMEs combined
environmental impacts exceeds the impacts of large companies.
Because of their cumulative influence, SMEs have an essential role in enabling sustainable
development and their engagement in CSR is crucial. However, there is lack of consensus
of CSR in the SME context – for academics and business practitioners. Spence (2007) argues
that CSR theory development from SMEs perspective basically is nonexistent. Similarly,
Perrini (2006) states that there is a knowledge gap between CSR theory and SME practice.
Furthermore, CSR is poorly implemented in SMEs; they are less likely to engage with
environmental strategies, ignorant of their environmental impacts, struggle to find business
case from CSR, and have limited resources to address it. (Hillary 2000; Stubblefield Loucks
et al. 2010.)
To enhance the understanding of how SMEs can integrate CSR, Avram and Kühne (2008)
suggest that the focus of the research should be in investigating various companies within a
7

single industry, because SMEs are heterogeneous group of companies. Similarly, Johnson
& Schaltegger (2016) highlight the demand for industry-specific understanding of SMEs to
further develop tools for SMEs to support sustainability adaptation. They have found out
that despite of creation of SME-specific tools, they are poorly implemented by SMEs. This
indicates that the understanding of CSR in SME context is still vague and the link between
them should be investigated further. By combining the shortcomings in the current literature
together with the suggestions for further research, this study investigates CSR in small and
medium-sized banks and therefore applies banking industry as a context of analysis. Banks
have a central role in enabling sustainable development because of their function as financial
intermediaries. As they facilitate the allocation of funds through their depositing and
financing activities, they can direct the capital towards more sustainable undertakings.
Therefore, banks can be seen as leverage points towards more sustainable economy and thus
it is crucial for banks to include CSR aspects to their business strategies. However, Raut et
al. (2017, 551) argue that banks have responded late to the challenges that sustainability
presents compared to many other industries, mainly because of the low level of attention that
service industry has gained in the CSR discussion and due to banking industry’s traditional
profile.
This study builds on a research framework that adopts resource-based view (RBV) to
understand how small and medium-sized banks can integrate CSR in to business while
remaining competitive. The hypothesis is that small and medium-sized banks are more likely
to integrate CSR when the CSR actions contribute to the competitiveness of the firm. RBV
approach is used to seek the link between CSR activities and company competitive
advantage. As RBV builds on firm-specific resources, the existing unique SMEs’ resources,
strong social capital, and informal company culture, are in the focus of the research. In other
words, the aim is to discover whether the adoption of CSR strategies originating from SMEs
special resources and capabilities can support companies’ CSR performance and eventually
generate competitive advantage for small banks. 15 Finnish small and medium-sized banks
are included in the study to discuss this research framework in relation to empirical results.

8

1.1.

Background of the research

The world is facing unprecedented economic, environmental and social challenges, such as
rapid population growth, depletion of natural resources and climate change that sustainable
development aims to solve. It is evident that the path we are on now is not sustainable.
According to IPCC (2018, 6) human actions have already caused, on average, a 1°C increase
in global warming when compared to pre-industrial average temperatures. In arctic areas the
increase is two to three times higher than the global average. Global warming has caused
and will continue to cause long-term environmental changes, such as sea level rise, ocean
acidification, ecosystem changes and extreme weather conditions. Changes in the
environment have major societal impacts that affect negatively to the living conditions on
the planet. For example, it is estimated that atmospheric CO2 have surpassed the level of
what is considered safe (Hansen et al. 2017). Companies are interconnected part of
environmental, social and economic systems and therefore these challenges have significant
impacts to business. Indeed, systems thinking is the in the center of sustainability concept:
none of these systems cannot exist without the other in long run and changes in any of these
systems have an influence on each other. Therefore, it’s also in businesses’ interest to
maintain the balance between these systems to be able to function in long term. The concept
of sustainability stands for equity and ethics in the economic development and puts limits to
economic growth: the environment and its natural resources or the society are not subjects
for companies to unilaterally take advantage of. (Bansal & Song 2017.)
CSR is a closely related concept to sustainability as it is seen as a strategic mechanism for
companies to contribute to sustainable development. Although CSR is not a new concept, it
has become one of the most central themes in business in the 21st century. The sustainability
concerns described above have sped up the discussion of companies’ contribution on these
issues. Companies are experiencing increasing pressure from many different stakeholder
groups, such as customers, investors, government and NGO’s, to take responsibility of their
business impacts. Consequently, CSR, that adds social and environmental aspects to the
same line with economic intentions, has become an integral part – if not a vital condition –
of doing businesses all over the world concerning every industry. CSR is not integrated into
9

business only for the sake of stakeholders and to ‘do the right thing’. It is in business owners’
interest as well: sustainability is a mega trend, which creates new opportunities for business,
enhances innovation, strengthens brand image and leads to better profits through improved
efficiency and wiser use of resources.
There is a growing body of literature made of sustainable business and CSR, but the research
is mainly focused on large companies leaving SMEs unexplored (Lawrence et al. 2006; BosBrouwers 2009; Johnson 2015). In EU and Finland small and medium-sized enterprises are
defined as companies that fulfil the following criteria: a) they are companies, that have less
than 250 employees and b) their annual turnover is not exceeding 50 million euros, and their
balance sheet total is not crossing 42 million euros (Statistics Finland 2020; European
Commission 2020a). SMEs are important to the economy as they represent 99% of all
businesses in EU (European Commission 2020b). In Finland the percentage is even higher:
in year 2017 99,8% of companies in Finland were small or medium size enterprises
(Kuismanen et al. 2019, 9). SMEs are also an important source of employment, providing
two thirds of jobs in Europe (European Commission 2019). While contributing positively to
the economic growth and vitality of the area, SMEs also have significant influence on
environment. Hillary (2000) estimates that SMEs are responsible of 70% of pollution
worldwide, thus having larger combined environmental impacts than the impacts of large
companies. According to Morsing & Perrini (2009) the impacts of SMEs are often
underestimated.
When considering the cumulative impacts of SMEs, it is undisputed that SMEs have a
particularly pivotal role in ensuring sustainable development. Yet only recently their
significance is realized. Scopus database, one of the largest databases of peer-reviewed
articles and journals, demonstrates well the imbalance of the studies made of SMEs
compared to large companies: it shows 345 hits for studies with keywords “CSR” and
“SME” between years 2010–2020, where the amount of hits with keywords “CSR” and
“corporation” is 14 201 documents. However, the amount of studies related to CSR in SME’s
have been steadily on the rise from year 2009. (Scopus 2020.) This observation indicates
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that research concentrating specifically on SMEs’ sustainability is still evolving and possible
gaps in the literature might be found.
CSR in SME context is still vague and the link between theory and practice – understanding
of how SMEs can integrate CSR in their business – is under constant development (Perrini
2006; Spence 2007). The term of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) itself includes word
“corporation”, which indicates that the term is intended for corporations. Jenkins (2006)
contributes to this discussion by emphasizing that SMEs are not just smaller versions of
larger firms and therefore CSR in SMEs should be approached differently. SMEs differ from
large companies not only in terms of resources and capabilities but also through their
business strategies and culture, motivations, management styles, and codes of conducts
(Jenkins 2006; Spence 2007; Gibb 2012). Moreover, CSR tools and guidelines were created
with large companies in mind and therefore they are considered to be too complex and heavy
for SMEs to execute and not fitting in their ways of operating. There has been demands for
taking SMEs’ unique characteristics into account and creating of SME-specific tools to
support sustainability implementation is expressed by many scholars (Jenkins 2006; Russo
& Perrini 2009). However, based on systematic review of the academic literature of
sustainability management tools created for SMEs, Johnson and Schaltegger (2016) found
out that even though the range of SME-specific tools have increased in quality and quantity
and they have become more versatile, such tools are poorly implemented in SMEs. This
dilemma indicates that the understanding of CSR in SME context is still insufficient.
The focus of the research has been on SMEs that are outperforming in terms of CSR (Jenkins
2006) or on the ones that have high environmental impacts (Brammer et al. 2012). Because
SMEs are a diverse group of companies in terms of size and industry and CSR still remains
to be poorly implemented by SMEs, taking a different scope to study SMEs seems essential.
Hence, this study takes the earlier studies’ suggestions for a baseline and focuses on
investigating SMEs on an industry level. Because banks have a central role in enabling
sustainable development this study takes banking industry as a context of analysis.
According to IPCC (2014) financial sector is enormously affected by climate change among
other central sectors such as energy, transportation, infrastructure, agriculture and forestry
11

sectors. Banks’ function as financial intermediators puts them in the center of economies
and thus changes in the markets have significant implications to banking business. Banks
hold a huge economic and reputational risk if they fail to understand what social and
environmental risks are included in the companies they finance. Thus, banks have to take
the new market realities into consideration to manage risks, reputation and to ensure their
vitality in the future. Banks can be seen to have a particularly important role in transforming
to sustainable economies and therefore engaging with CSR is an opportunity for banks to be
in the center of future business.
To conclude the motivation of this research is threefold: firstly, as sustainability should be
on every businesses’ agenda, this study aims to contribute to the minimal attention that
SMEs have gained in terms of CSR research. Because of SMEs vast combined impacts, they
cannot be excluded from the CSR development. Secondly, CSR is poorly implemented in
SMEs even though SME-specific CSR integration tools have been suggested by earlier
studies. This indicates that that there are still gaps in understanding CSR in SME context
and their relation should be investigated further. Thirdly, banks have a key role as an enabler
for sustainable development and therefore CSR integration in small and medium-sized banks
is the interest of this study.

1.2.

Objectives and research questions

Given the importance and topicality to investigate CSR in SMEs further in context of
banking industry, the objectives and research questions of this study perspective are now
presented. The aim is to understand whether and how small and medium-sized banks can
address CSR. By understanding the CSR implementation process in small banks, suitable
ways for banks to integrate CSR are aimed to be discovered. To answer this objective, the
main research question is set in the following form:
RQ1: How small and medium-sized banks can integrate CSR in their business?
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Because SMEs have limited resources, this study aims to investigate whether the existing
resources and capabilities can be exploited in a way that they support the integration of CSR.
The focus is on SMEs’ unique resources because they are more likely to be source of
competitive advantage. The second research question is set in the following form:
RQ2: Can the SMEs’ special resources and capabilities support addressing CSR in small
and medium-sized banks?
This question aims to find out whether the company’s existing special resources and
capabilities can hold a source of sustainable competitive advantage that at the same time
contribute to sustainable development. If CSR and competitive advantage can be supported
by same actions, the first research question is able to be answered.

1.3.

Exclusions and limitations

To gain industry-specific insights of SMEs, the following exclusions are made. The scope
of this study is limited to retail banks operating in Finland. Because this study builds on
resource-based view and seeks how CSR policies and practices can enhance small banks’
competitiveness, case companies are selected from one banking group, so the banks are not
competing against each other. Therefore, this study includes only banks part of OP Financial
Group, that is one of the largest financial groups in Finland. Because the aim to contribute
to the limited attention that SMEs have gained in CSR research, the selected banks need to
fulfil the SME definition criteria in terms of the number of employees, that must to be less
than 250. Because of banks’ special function as financial institutions to allocate funds, their
business structure differs from other SMEs to that extent that financial data is not
comparable. Therefore, financial criteria that is often used in defining SMEs was excluded
from this study.
This research also has limitations. The challenge with case studies is that they only apply to
the studied case companies and generalizations of the results to concern other companies is
vague. This research focuses on small and medium-sized banks inside of a one banking
13

group and therefore the results cannot be applied to concern other small and medium-sized
banks. Also, the study results cannot be generalized to be applicable for all of 143
independent OP cooperatives, because, due the time limits, only 15 banks are selected to the
study. Moreover, SME literature is used to study small and medium-sized banks, even
though banks do not meet the financial criteria of SME definition.

1.4.

Structure of the study

This study consists of 6 chapters. This introduction chapter is followed by a literature review
in chapter 2, that aims to create a foundation for empirical research by introducing the central
concepts and theories of the study, presenting an overview of banking industry and by
synthesizing the existing research made of CSR in SMEs. As a result of literature review,
the research framework is built in chapter 3, where the research problem is presented in the
context of the selected theory, resource-based view. Fourth chapter is methodology chapter
that explains the logic behind the selected research method and describes how the study is
conducted and the data analyzed. Chapter 5 presents the results of the empirical research. In
chapter 6 the study results are discussed in relation to the existing research. Chapter 7 draws
the conclusions from the findings and the implications to the existing theory and practice are
presented. Finally, suggestions for further research are presented.
In reality, these chapters are not created in the order they are presented: they are result of
continuous revision of existing literature and empirical study. Figure 1 below presents the
different phases of this study.
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Figure 1. Research phases of the study
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2. Literature review
This chapter presents the literature review that works as a foundation to build the research
framework and empirical study. First, the central concepts of this study are presented, aiming
to create a solid understanding of the investigated phenomenon. This thesis focuses of the
analysis of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) in the context of small and medium-sized
banks. CSR literature focused on SMEs is reviewed: central studies made of SMEs’ CSR
are analyzed, emphasizing SMEs’ advantages, barriers and special resources in
operationalizing CSR. To understand how small and medium-sized banks can adopt CSR,
the resource-based view (RBV) is introduced, which is the central theory used in this study.

2.1.

Sustainability in business context

The most settled definition of sustainability today derives from the publication of “Our
Common future”, known also as Brundtland report in 1987, where the concept of Sustainable
Development (SD) was defined by World Commission on Environment and Development
as the ability to “meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs” (WCED 1987, 43). Sustainability is often considered
as a three-dimensional concept that encompasses economic, environmental and societal
aspects. So, when sustainability is put in the context of business it can be defined as
following: “For the business enterprise, sustainable development means adopting business
strategies and activities that meet the needs of the enterprise and its stakeholders today while
protecting, sustaining and enhancing the human and natural resources that will be needed
in the future.” (IISD 1992). In other words, for businesses’ sustainability refers to economic
activities that respects the environmental limits while fulfilling the needs of society.
Traditionally companies’ interests have differed from the benefits of the environment and
society and their fundamental aim have been to maximize the value for its shareholders.
Crals & Vereeck (2005) state that sustainability goes beyond the shareholders interest and
takes responsibility of the wellbeing of the environment and the society. The three
dimensions of sustainability in the business context are often explained through The Triple
16

Bottom Line (TBL), a concept created by Elkington in 1997. TBL integrates sustainability
into business by adding two more “bottom lines” to evaluate company performance. It takes
the dimensions of sustainability – financial, social and environmental – into account in the
development and implementation of a business strategy. Addressing the societal and
environmental concerns have found to have a positive impact on companies’ financial
performance and in their ability to create long term value for shareholders and stakeholders.
As companies have a central role in enabling sustainable development, companies are
experiencing increasing pressure from stakeholders and through legislation to take
responsibility of their business impacts and actively create strategies to address social and
environmental concerns. However, rather than inhibiting the growth, businesses should seek
new ways to grow environmentally and socially sustainable way. Furthermore, healthy
society and environment are also best place for business to grow. (IISD 1992.) In practice,
environmental aspects of sustainability are often considered to actions to minimize the
negative impact of the business operations, for example through effective waste and
emission management and increased efficiency in the use of resources. Social sustainability
refers to actions to ensure safe working conditions, respecting human rights and equal
treatment of the employees. Economic sustainability relates to company’s ability to create
financially sound profitable business in long term.

2.2.

Corporate Social Responsibility

The concept of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is often used interchangeably with
business sustainability. The origins of CSR concept derive from lack of morality towards
society in business: it was noticed that the markets were no longer serving the society needs,
but the society were serving the markets (Bansal & Song 2017). Chang et al. (2017) argue
that first milestone was taken towards Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) when Howard
Bowen published the “Social Responsibilities of the Businessman” in 1953 and theorized
the relationship between firms and society. Therefore, companies’ relation to sustainable
development is often seen as responsibility towards society. As the systems of sustainability
are interconnected and businesses are dependent of social and environmental resources
17

besides financial capital, CSR now composes environmental aspect besides the economic
and social dimensions. Functional society and healthy environment are important support
structures for companies, and it is in their long-term interests to enhance the overall wellbeing of society and environment – and contribute to sustainable development.
CSR plays a central role in business operations nowadays. CSR can be seen as a strategic
approach to address sustainability concerns, balancing on the economic, environmental and
social dimensions of corporate performance. European Commission (2002, 3) defined CSR
as: “a concept whereby companies integrate social and environmental concerns in their
business operations and in their interaction with their stakeholders on a voluntary basis.”
In other words, CSR refers to company strategies that go voluntarily beyond the profit
maximization and legal obligations and simultaneously seek for long-term economic value
by encompassing environmental and social concerns.
Because of highly competitive global market environment and advanced information
technologies, transparent CRS policy has become a precondition for survival. Besides of
high competition, other drivers for companies to include CSR into their way of operating are
tightening regulation and pressure from different stakeholder groups, such as costumers,
NGOs, investors, business partners, local citizens and political actors. To manage the new
market realities, companies are searching for competitive advantage through sustainable
product and service development and strong communication of CSR practices. Among many
scholars, Willard (2012) argues that integration of CSR gives many tangible and intangible
advantages for companies, such as increased efficiency, reduced operating costs, improved
corporate image and enhanced risk management. Strong CSR performance of a firm attracts
investors, talented employee and loyal customers, where poor CSR performance leads to
decreased trust among stakeholders. Furthermore, CSR influences the financial performance
of the company: Eccles et al. (2012) have found out that companies who have implemented
sustainability into their operations are outperforming in terms of assets and stock market
return compared to companies of low sustainability focus. Financial performance can be
supported with decreased costs through improved energy-efficiency and reduction of waste
produced. Indeed, companies have found out that the CSR practices can be more than a
18

compulsory practice to keep the stakeholders informed and satisfied; it can affect positively
on business and be a source positive differentiation.
Despite of benefits for the business, transformation towards sustainably sound practices does
not come without challenges. Hart and Milstein (2003) argue that managers find difficult to
reach the CSR objectives and increase the shareholder value at the same time. Also, unsure
payback time of investments in CSR and fear of not generating the desired profits can
prevent managers from adopting CSR initiatives. Next, three central concepts which help
companies operationalize CSR are introduced.
CSR strategy is a strategic plan of how company aims to integrate sustainable development
principles into its business practices and create long-term value for the company and to its
stakeholders. It can be a separate plan or integrated in the overall business strategy, where
CSR is an embedded part of the strategy, not an add-on. Strategizing CSR aims to enhance
the competitive position of the firm. (Porter & Kramer 2006).
CSR management refers to managemental practices to address economic, environmental and
social effects of the company in a way that transforms the organizations to contribute to
sustainable development as a whole (Wagner & Schaltegger 2010). Van Kleef and Roome
(2007, 43) define CSR management as: “the management of sustainable business that
recognizes its embeddedness in social, environmental and economic systems and focuses on
management and relationships to meet the environmental, social, and economic
requirements of the many different stakeholders in its networks”.
CSR management tools refer to various supporting elements that aim to help managers to
implement CSR strategy into business practices, such as different frameworks and
guidelines, but also specific tools that help to measure and lead the CSR strategy
implementation. Hörisch et al. (2015) divide CSR management tools (SMT) to four different
categories that are: sustainability accounting tools, indicators, sustainable product design
and communication and reporting tools.
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2.3.

CSR in banking industry

A bank is a financial institution, which basic function is to work as a financial intermediary
between lenders and borrowers, facilitating the cash flow (Wu & Shen 2013, 3530). The
element of trust is the foundation of the business and that is why it is crucial for banks to
aim sustaining the trust with transparent actions and responsible financial services. The trust
towards the financial institutions has shaken occasionally, previously in 2008 the global
financial crisis, where the unsustainable subprime mortgages caused an economic collapse.
Bessler and Kurmann (2014, 165) argue that banks as financial institutions contributed to
the crisis and deepened the impacts. As a result of the crisis, the paradigm shift towards
sustainability took place in the banking sector. The sector become more regulated, and strong
CSR practices a priority. (Lentner 2015, 96–97; Shen & Lee 2006, 1908; Levine 2004, 2223.)
To re-build the trust and reputation and to increase transparency, CSR has become as an
important element of banks’ business. The CSR practices in banks concentrate on
responsible lending and investment activities, and asset management, where money
laundering and bribery prevention are the main functions to ensure sustainability of the
financial activities. Banks can be considered to formulate a relatively clean industry because
of the intangible services they provide. The direct impacts to the environment are low
compared to many other industries, and the digitalization of the services decreases the impact
even further. However, banks’ indirect environmental impacts can be significant: through
banks’ lending practices, they can indirectly contribute to the environment or society
negatively by granting credit to companies with unethical intentions or negative
environmental impacts. According to European Commission (2020c) the financial sector has
a central role to enable sustainable development by allocating and steering the public and
private funds to sustainable investments. Yip & Bockan (2018, 151) argue that banks’ credit
issuing processes support sustainable development by weighting the risks and pricing the
high-risk undertakings more heavily.
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As a result of increased CSR practices in the sector, new concepts such as sustainable
banking and green financing have emerged. According to International Finance Corporation
(IFC) definition, sustainable banking is philosophy that support the banks’ entire value
system to contribute positively to the society and its internal and external stakeholders from
short, medium and long-term perspectives (IFC 2007, 7). The emergency of sustainable
banking has also led to development of sustainable banking products, such as green
mortgages and sustainable investment funds. Green financing refers to the banks decision to
take environmental and social aspects into account when making investment decision and
directing the investments towards sustainable businesses and technologies. (European
Commission 2020c.) The next table presents examples of how bank integrate CSR.
Table 1. Examples of banks' CSR actions

Economy

Ethical and transparent services
Risk management

Society

HR politics
Prevention of money laundering practices, terrorism financing and corruption
Financial education and guidance
Community development
Customer privacy & Data security
Selling practices

Environment

Sustainable financing
Waste management
Use of energy and water

As banks fund themselves with retail deposits, company image and reputation are crucial.
Shen et al. (2016, 209) argue that banks with high CSR engagement are attracting more
customers with lending and deposit intentions that will ultimately increase banks’ profits.
Indeed, reputational and financial possibilities are the most important reasons for banks to
engage with CSR practices. Wu & Shen (2013, 3544) have proven a positive link between
CSR and banks’ financial performance. They have found out that banks who are engaging
with CSR are outperforming from banks who do not. CSR creates new business
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opportunities for banks through product development and give access to new markets. In
addition, banks’ solvency can be enhanced through improved risk management practices.
The most common barriers that banks face in addressing the ESG factors are technology
barriers, motivation barriers, information barriers and client awareness barriers. (IFC 2007,
11; UNEP 2016, 2-3.)

2.4.

CSR in small and medium size enterprises

CSR in SME context is less researched topic and there is no clear understanding of how
SMEs could engage with CSR. Hillary (2000) argues that SMEs are “largely ignorant” of
their environmental impacts and “cynical of the benefits” of what comes to adopting CSR
strategies. Aragón-Correa et al. (2008) identified that SMEs are more hesitant and less likely
to adopt CSR strategies than large companies and they face difficulties in finding the
business case from CSR. SMEs are also found out to be skeptical of their ability to afford
the transition (Morrisey & Pittaway 2004). Indeed, addressing CSR in value-adding way
remains a challenge for SMEs. Because of SMEs’ small size, they are perceived to have
minimal impacts on the economy, society, environment and therefore not to be central actors
to drive sustainable development. This assumption has caused lack of external pressure for
SMEs to integrate CSR (Dressen 2009). SMEs are also recognized to hold on a same
assumption: they are assumed to be too small to make a difference. (Lawrence et al. 2006,
244–246; Sánchez-Medina 2014, 7–10; Johnson & Schaltegger 2016, 493.)
Previous studies have identified benefits that are specifically motivating SMEs’ to engage
with CSR: increased profits, stronger brand image, enhanced reputation, employee
engagement, attractiveness towards skilled staff and enhanced risk management and cost
savings through enhanced efficiency. SMEs are also often an embedded part of local
community where CSR is seen as an element to foster relationships with employees, clients,
business partners and authorities. (Hillary 2003; Crals & Vereeck 2005; Johnson &
Schaltegger 2016.)
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The integration of CSR does not come without challenges. As a result of a systematic review
of academic literature of implementation of CSR management tools in SME’s, Johnson &
Schaltegger (2016, 493-494) categorize the barriers of CSR strategy implementation in
internal shortcomings and external deficiencies. Internal barriers include lack of managers
motivation and awareness of CSR issues. This observation is related to the finding that SMEs
struggle to see the business case from CSR. Another barrier is lack of capabilities, such as
knowledge and skills: the managers struggle to identify and evaluate company impacts and
they might not have the expertise to address CSR issues through strategy and manage the
change, at least in long-term. Internal shortcomings also include lack of resources, such as
time and money.
As external deficiencies Johnson & Schaltegger (2016) identify lack of suitable management
tools. Similarly, Kiron et al. (2013) argue that the key challenge for companies is the absence
of clear structure and confusion of suitable tools to integrate CSR into business. The amount
and variety of different CSR standards and tools can be overwhelming and confusing for
SMEs’ managers to select the suitable approach. Furthermore, CSR standards and
implementation tools are created for large company needs and therefore are not applicable
to businesses of small and medium sizes (Enderle 2004, 57; Perrini et al. 2007). Because of
the heterogeneity of SMEs, Crals & Vereeck (2005, 180) highlight the demand of industryspecific support systems for SMEs and argue that the initiatives created for SMEs lack in
convertibility by being too superficial and impractical. Also, the absence of external drivers,
such as regulatory pressure and demanding stakeholders, can lead into situation where it is
easy for company to neglect its responsibilities. Indeed, SMEs’ have different starting point
to implement CSR compared to their larger counterparts. (Johnson & Schaltegger 2016.)
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2.5.

SMEs’ special resources and capabilities

Over the past two decades the research has increasingly acknowledged small and medium
size enterprises’ special resources and capabilities in implementing CSR and achieving
sustainable business (Avram & Kühne 2008; Kechiche & Soparnot 2012). The defining
characteristic of SMEs’ have usually been size that is used in explaining many constraints
that SMEs are facing. Other usual characteristics of SMEs are simple organizational
structure, local markets and dominance of managers values (Borch & Madsen 2007).
Aragon-Correa et al. (2008) and Baumann-Pauly et al. (2013) regard that SMEs differ from
large companies in terms of organizational culture: SMEs are found out to have informal
company culture, where the relationships between managers and employees are close and
casual. In addition, SMEs are usually an embedded part of the community, have close and
informal relationships with their stakeholders and therefore engage with CSR practices
naturally, where large companies tend to use formal and carefully planned strategic
approaches to stakeholder management (Jenkins 2006).
Bos-Brouwers (2009, 420) argue that small and medium size enterprises have distinct
behavioral advantages in creation of sustainable innovations compared to large firms due
their small size, greater flexibility, less bureaucratic management style and efficient internal
communication. In addition to this Jenkins (2006) state that SMEs have advantages
compared to their counter parts in their ability to react to changes rapidly due to low levels
of hierarchy. SMEs use flexible and less formal strategies in general. Jenkins (2006, 252)
continues that the owner-manager is usually involved in the daily operations among
employees, which can make the management and facilitation of CSR involvement easier.
When the relationships between managers and employees are close it enables direct
communication lines, fast decision-making and lower the costs of implementation and
control. SMEs’ are also found out to use different kind of language compared to larger firms
such as expressions “community involvement” and “right thing to do” and they are hesitant
to use terms such as CSR (Jenkins 2006). The table 2 below presents the main characteristic
differences between SMEs and large companies.
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Table 2. Characteristic differences between SMEs and large companies (Jenkins 2006; Stubblefield Loucks et
al. 2010)

Characteristics

SMEs

Large companies

Business culture

Informal

Formal

Relationships with stakeholders

Informal

Formal

Importance of social capital

Important

Not as important

Business networks

Critical

Not as important

Visibility

Less attention from media

High attention

Management structure

Less hierarchical

More hierarchical

Managerial practices

Informal

Formal

Social capital is a product of social relationships that are particularly important for SMEs.
Nahapiet and Sumantra (1998, 243) define social capital as: “the sum of the actual and
potential resources embedded within, available through, and derived from the network of
relationships possessed by an individual or social unit.” Simpson et al. (2004) and Lawrence
et al. (2006, 244–246) emphasize the importance of networks in the SMEs attempts to
overcome the challenges in transforming the way of operating more sustainable. Networks
and sense of community help in the implementation process by offering support and
organizational learning. They are also found out to have positive influence in sustaining the
SME motivation to follow a CSR program. (Ciasullo & Troisi 2012, 47; Moore & Manring
2009, 281.)

2.6.

CSR integration in SMEs

Stonehouse and Pemberton (2002, 860) emphasize the importance of strategic planning in
CSR and Andersen’s (2000, 196) empirical findings indicate that strategic planning is
associated with higher company performance. Strategic approaches to address CSR are
however often missing among SMEs according to findings of Perrini (2006) and Singh et al.
(2008). Moore and Spence (2006) and Jenkins (2006) argue that SMEs have often reactive
and ‘ad hoc’ approach to manage CSR, meaning that the issues are solved and addressed as
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they come, without active and planned management. Flexible approach enables SMEs to
adapt changes and response to market needs quickly (Aragón-Correa et al. 2008).
Graafland et al. (2003) states that lack of formalized planning originates from SMEs’
informal company culture, where reactive strategies have a better fit. Furthermore,
Baumgartner (2009, 112) emphasize that CSR strategies that conform the organizational
culture of the company, are more likely to success.
Aragón-Correa et al. (2008, 90) divide SMEs’ CSR strategies to reactive strategies that
merely meet the legal requirements and to proactive strategies that voluntarily go beyond
the legal requirements to seek value from sustainability. Reactive approach does not
necessarily mean that a company decides intentionally to not improve their CSR
performance, but due to lack of capabilities or resources. Proactive approaches to address
CSR within a company can vary from incremental improvements over time to radical
fundamental changes in the business operations. Jenkins (2006) found out that most SMEs
considered CSR as “all-embracing” element of business that aims to minimize the negative
impacts of the company and contribute to the positive ones. These incremental
improvements and changes towards more sustainable way of operating is made whenever
convenient. Some companies see implementing CSR in their business as a significant
paradigm shift (Stoughton & Ludema 2012).
Stubblefield Loucks et al. (2010) states that the process to address CSR is moreover similar
in large and small companies, even though ways and tools to address CSR can vary,
depending on the strategy. Figure 2 visualizes a CSR implementation process that is
composed by combining CSR implementation guide for business created by International
Institute of Sustainable Development (IISD 2007) together with European Commission’s
(2013) publication “CSR roadmap for SME’s”.
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Planning phase
• Analyzing the
internal and
external
environment
Analysis phase

• Creating a
strategy
• Vision / themes /
main activities

Evaluation phase
• Manage
• Measure

• Control &
report

Implementation
phase

Figure 2. A process to address CSR in company

The process starts with an analysis of internal and external environment. It includes
considering aspects such as stakeholders, business impacts, competitors and trends. Because
of the shortages that SMEs’ might be experiencing, Avram and Kühne (2008, 274) suggest
that companies should address the problems that they are accountable for and concentrate
on tackling them. In this way the existing resources can be efficiently directed in a way that
will benefit them the most. Therefore, materiality is an important concept for SMEs.
Scanning the internal and external environment and evaluating the business impacts are ways
of analyzing the company responsibilities and identifying the issues that are important.
Stoian and Gilman (2017, 5) add that SMEs should prioritize the stakeholders and activities
that can contribute to competitive advantage and bring value to the company.
The next step in the process is to make a concrete plan; to define a strategy of how to address
the important issues that have emerged from the analysis phase. This brightens the business
case for the company. It includes setting goals and activities, budget and designating a person
in charge. Bruke and Gaughran (2007, 702) state that SMEs should start with an approach
that concentrates on incremental changes and aim for ‘low hanging fruits’. Focusing in
gaining quick wins and improvements that are easily executed can give SME immediate
benefits and motivation to gradually improve. When the knowledge and skills improve over
time, a company can create goals in longer term and generate sustaining value.
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The implementation phase includes considerations of how the execution of the strategy is
managed and measured. Brammer et al. (2012, 432) have found out that even SME is able
to form a CSR strategy, the phase of implementation is a challenge; the initiatives are not
executed into reality successfully. The lack of suitable tools for SMEs makes the
implementation even more difficult. The final phase is evaluation of the results and reporting
the results. In order to receive the benefits of strong CSR practices, it needs to be
communicated successfully internally and externally. Pérez and Rodríguez del Bosque
(2012, 159) remind that the efficient communication of the CSR practices is a key factor in
creating value. Once the last phase is reached, the process starts again from the beginning.
All of the phases are essential in ensuring the success of the process and therefore the process
requires ongoing evaluation and development.

2.7.

Analysis of main theory: a resource-based view

Explaining why some companies outperform over others have been a major area of research
in strategic management. Firms’ competitiveness is often explained through strategies they
exploit that are based on company’s internal strengths, avoiding their weaknesses, ability to
recognize the opportunities and respond to threats in the external environment. In contrast
to adapt company strategies in relation to the external environment, resource-based view
(RBV) takes an inside-out perspective to explain the success of the firm. RBV of the firm
arose out of Edith Penrose’s (1959) recognition of the importance of company resources to
its competitive position (Penrose 2009). RBV is based on idea that each company is
fundamentally heterogenic because they consist of “bundles” of productive resources that
are unique to each firm (Wernerfelt 1984). The firm-specific heterogenic and immobile
resources determine the strategic choices that company should make in order to gain
competitive advantage over its competitors. Therefore, RBV rests on assumption that firm’s
internal resources and capabilities can be a source of sustainable competitive advantage and
strategic exploitation of these resources enables higher company performance. (Barney
1991; Teece et. al 1997; Barney & Arikan 2001.)
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Competitive advantage refers to firms’ value creating strategies that are difficult to copy and
imitate (Barney 1991). Resources in turn can be defined assets possessed and controlled by
company that are used to develop and implement strategies. They can be divided to tangible
and intangible resources. Tangible resources are physical assets of the firm, such as firm’s
financial capital, machinery, land and buildings that firm owns. Intangible resources are
human capital, such as experience and intellectual assets and organizational capital, such as
culture and reputation. However, not all of resources are strategic and have the same value.
(Barney & Arikan 2001; Wernerfelt 1984.) Therefore, it is crucial for company to recognize
the resources that have strategic value and that enhance their competitiveness. There are two
basic assumptions that these resources have to be: heterogeneous and immobile.
Heterogeneity refers to the uniqueness of the resources and immobility to the difficulty or
costly for competitors to obtain (Barney 1991). However, resources themselves are not
productive – they only hold the potential. They can only be source of competitive advantage
when they are exploited by the company through their strategies and activities. Russo and
Fouts (1997, 527) define capabilities as companies’ ability to integrate and manage their
“bundles of resources”. Therefore, capabilities refer to company’s capacity and internal
processes to exploit their recourses to meet their strategic objectives (Branco & Rodrigues
2006).
Building on Penrose’s findings, and other early exponents of RBV (Grant 1991; Wernerfelt
1984), Barney (1991) took the RBV further by introducing a VRIN-criterion to analyze firm
resources and capabilities that hold competitive advantage. Barney suggests that resources
that hold VRIN attributes; that are valuable, rare, inimitable and non-substitutable, can be
source of competitive advantage. The explanation of these resources is as follow:
1. Value (V): The first criterion is that the resource has to be valuable for the company. A
resource is valuable when it supports firm to execute their strategies – to tackle threats
and take the advantage of opportunities. When evaluating the value of a resource or a
capability, many potential valuable resources are missed if resources are evaluated only
by their financial value. A resource should be therefore evaluated also though the value
that is creates for the firm and society. (Falkenberg & Brunsæl 2011.);
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2. Rare (R): When same strategically valuable resources are hold by several companies and
they have the same strategies in use, no competitive advantage can be created. That is
why resources have to be also a rare and unique and hold only by small amount of
competing companies;
3. Imperfect Imitability (I): a resource cannot be imitated or developed by other firms
without possessing it (Falkenberg & Brunsæl 2011);
4. Non-Substitutability (N): the final criteria for a resource to be source of competitive
advantage is that there cannot be a strategic equivalent for it, meaning that a competitor
cannot replace the resource with an alternative resource. (Barney 1991.)
Furthermore, the imitability of the resource depends on to what extent a company is able to
protect it from the competitors. According to Barney (1991) resource is imperfectly imitable
when it is based one or combination of the following attributes: unique historical conditions,
causal ambiguity and social complexity. These sources of imperfect imitability are also
called isolation mechanisms. Unique historical conditions refer that the resources are result
of prolonged formation and therefore hard to duplicate by competitors. Causal ambiguity in
resource stands for confusion of how they are created and that is why they are difficult to
copy. Social complexity means that the resource is tangled in the company culture or
reputation and therefore difficult for others to imitate. Isolation mechanisms help companies
to sustain their competitive advantage because they make the resources that hold VRIN
attributes inimitable and therefore strategically valuable. (Barney 1991.)
The need for sustainable development has urged companies to take responsibility of their
actions and reconsider their strategies. Companies are therefore looking for ways to address
CSR while remaining competitive. Resource-based view is used in CSR research to seek the
connection between company’s CSR performance and its competitiveness. If the CSR
activities does not contribute to the competitiveness of the firm, it is hard for companies to
engage with such activities, at least in long term. Because the SMEs’ scarce and limited
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resources, this is particularly important for SMEs that the CSR strategies to contribute to the
bottom line. RBV can be seen to apply well for SMEs, because it encourages exploit SMEs’
existing resources to build CSR performance that enhance their competitiveness.
Thus, RBV can be used in determining the approach that small and medium-sized banks
should take toward CSR as it helps to recognize and develop firm-specific social and
environmental competencies that promote banks CSR performance and contribute to their
competitiveness. In other words, only those CSR initiatives should be executed that support
small banks’ competitiveness. Using RBV as a baseline to build CSR strategies, ensure that
CSR is not an add-on, but conforms from banks’ existing resources. Furthermore, when the
CSR actions enhance competitiveness of the bank, a business case from CSR is more likely
to be found.
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3. Research framework
The research framework in Figure 3 illustrates the overall picture of this study: it describes
the theoretical context of the study and visualizes the relations of central theories and
concepts. At the same, it connects the current literature to the empirical study formulation
and presents the rationale of how the empirical study is built to answer to the research
questions of the study. The research framework explores the connection between resourcebased view and Corporate Social Responsibility and aims to understand, whether resource
based-view is suitable theory to understand CSR in the context of small and medium sizedbanks. The research framework investigates how small and medium size banks can integrate
CSR in a way that enhances their competitiveness. In addition, the framework tests whether
the adoption of CSR strategies originating from SMEs special resources and capabilities can
support companies to generate competitive advantage.

Resource based-view
Corporate Social Responsibility

RQ1

RQ2
Informal company
culture
Small and
medium-sized
banks

CSR performance
CSR
implementation
process

Social capital

V
R
I
N

Competative advantage

RQ1: How small and medium-sized banks can integrate CSR in their business?
RQ2: Can the SMEs’ special resources and capabilities support addressing CSR in small and medium-sized banks?

Figure 3. Research framework
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To answer to the research question of “How small and medium-sized banks can integrate
CSR in their business”, the theoretical framework builds on resource-based view approach.
Because SMEs are found to be hesitant to integrate CSR in their business and to struggle
finding the business case from it, the framework builds on presumption that small and
medium-sized banks are more likely to integrate CSR when the CSR actions have value and
contribute to the competitiveness of the firm. When building on RBV, a positive relationship
with CSR actions and company performance is aimed to be found: RBV gives a possibility
to evaluate the feasibility of CSR initiatives and rationalizes why a participial strategy is
selected and adopted. The CSR implementation process that was introduced in the chapter
2.5., is placed to the framework to gain understanding of how small and medium-sized banks
see CSR and what kind of approach that they are willing to take towards it. The emerged
aspects and actions are then evaluated through VRIN criteria to understand whether they
enhance the competitiveness of the firm and are possible source of competitive advantage.
By understanding how small banks can integrate CSR in value-adding way, the research
question is aimed to be answered. Furthermore, the CSR implementation process is used to
formulate the interview questions to understand CSR in SME context.
According to RBV company’s unique resources and capabilities determine the type of CSR
strategy. When applied to SME and CSR context, RBV suggests that SMEs should base their
CSR approach on their existing unique resources that can be source of competitive
advantage. Therefore, the aim is to understand whether and how the existing SMEs’
resources can be exploited in CSR activities in a way that they enhance the CSR performance
and the competitiveness of the small banks. Intangible resources have more potential to be
a source of competitive advantage, because they are more difficult for competitors to copy
(Hill & Jones 2009). Therefore, RBV applies well to SMEs, because they are often perceived
to have limited tangible resources, such as money, to address CSR. It is logical to focus on
recognizing the resources and capabilities that the company already possess and build the
CSR strategy on those.
Thus, this study is built on the special SME resources and capabilities, which have already
been identified by earlier studies; social capital and informal business culture, and seeks
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whether they can support small and medium-sized banks to address CSR. From the RBV
perspective, organizational culture and social capital can be seen as something that develops
over time, are based on accumulated tacit knowledge, and are protected by isolation
mechanisms such as causal ambiguity and social complexity. Therefore, they are more likely
to hold VRIN attributes and thus be source of competitive advantage. Informal company
culture enables flexible and lean approach to react on issues important at the time and strong
social capital in turn enables small banks to access on additional resources. To conclude, the
empirical part of study aims to discover whether these special resources and capabilities are
visible in studied companies and are they positively associated with proactive CSR, and
ultimately be source of sustainable competitive advantage.
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4. Methodology
This chapter introduces the empirical research process that aims to investigate how small
and medium-sized banks in Finland can integrate CSR into their business. First, the rationale
of selected research approach and design are presented, followed by the case description.
Then interview design is introduced and the logic behind the semi-structured interview
questions is explained. Data collection and data analysis methods are then presented. Lastly,
the validity and reliability of the study are discussed.

4.1.

Research design

Figure 4 demonstrates the research design of the study – the logic of the process of getting
from research questions to conclusions (Yin 2003, 18).

Abductive

Qualitative research
methods

Multiple Case study

Exploratory

Semi structured
interviews

Gioiacodification
methodology

Approach to theory development

Research method

Reserach design

Nature of the study

Data collection method

Data analysis method

Figure 4. Research design of the study
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CSR theory is undeveloped especially among SMEs, because the CSR research have
concentrated on large companies. Spence (2007) argues that theory development from SMEs
perspective is basically nonexistent. Because of this limitation, this study does not test any
existing theories but focuses on understanding CSR better in SME context. To ensure that
CSR actions contribute to the SMEs’ competitiveness, this study exploits resource-based
view’s fundaments to guide the focus of the research on right direction and investigates
whether the special resources that SMEs have can support small banks to integrating CSR.
Hence, this study applies an abductive approach to theory development as it combines an
inductive analysis of the empirical study with deductive reasoning of analyzing the
competitiveness of CSR actions and SMEs special resources and capabilities from earlier
literature. Abductive approach takes advantage of empirical research and existing theories.
(Dubois & Gadde 2002.)
A qualitative approach using the case study methodology is adopted in this study. According
to Hirsjärvi, Remes & Sajavaara (2009, 161) a qualitative research approach is an
appropriate method to discover complex real-life situations as it gives a comprehensive
understanding of the subject. Qualitative research methods are often utilized in strategic,
management and organizational studies to provide non-numerical data, such as information
of attitudes, practices, values and beliefs. Therefore, qualitative approach applies well to this
study purposes as the focus in on understanding of how CSR could be promoted in SMEs.
The current academic literature also addresses demand for industry-specific research to
understand SMEs better mainly for two reasons: firstly, SMEs are a heterogeneous group of
companies with different needs and motivations. Secondly, the tools that are created for
SMEs to support them to execute CSR activities have low implementation levels, which
indicates that further research need to be made to understand SMEs better. Therefore, a case
study methodology was selected to provide in-depth insights of a complex phenomenon in
unexplored context. Yin (2014, 10) states that a case study method is suitable to situations
where a) the focus is on contextual conditions because they are relevant to the phenomenon
under study b) it focuses on contemporary event that researcher has little or no control c) the
aim of the study is to answer “why” and “how” questions. Eisenhardt (1989, 548–549) regard
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that case studies are especially suitable for research areas where the existing theory is
insufficient, as it is in the SMEs’ CSR research. Because the phenomenon is suggested to be
discovered further at organization level, data from multiple sources are used to increase the
validity of the results, creating a stronger and comprehensive empirical evidence of the topic.
This is why a multiple case study design is conducted, where each selected case contributes
to the understanding of the research question. In addition, a multiple case study allows to
investigate a company or organization within one industry in-depth, providing a holistic
understanding of the unit.
Yin (2014, 9) proposes that there are three different types of case studies: exploratory,
explanatory and descriptive ones. Rather than expecting a pre-determined outcome, this
study aims to create an in-depth description of the case and explore new insights of how
small and medium-sized enterprises can be involved in sustainable development. Therefore,
this study is exploratory in nature. Exploratory case studies are used to explore presumed
causal links in real-life settings that are too complex to discover with surveys or experiments
(Yin 2014). Thus, in-depth interviews are conducted. Interviews are a common data
collection method to gain qualitative data from participants’ experiences and perspectives
and an effective way to gain in-depth information of the company. To examine factors that
supports banks’ transition towards more sustainable way of operating, the attitudes of the
managers are discovered using semi-structured interviews. Top management insights and
attitudes have found out to be determinant components in organizational changes and
strategy implementation processes: Linnenluecke and Griffiths (2010, 362) argue that
managerial values will transform into actual changes in the actions throughout the company.
In parallel, Murillo and Lozano (2006, 237) and Jenkins (2006, 250) state that managers’
values and attitudes define how company will engage with CSR. Therefore, manager’s views
are in a key role in finding answer to the research question. Finally, the data is analyzed
using Gioia at al. (2013) codification methodology.
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4.2.

Case description

To examine the CSR in SMEs in a real-life context and to gain to gain industry-specific
information, 15 banks from OP Financial Group were selected as units of analysis. OP
financial group is one of the largest financial services group in Finland offering banking,
insurance and investments services for over 4 million customers. The group consists of 143
OP cooperative banks and the central institution, Central cooperative, and its subsidiaries
which offer retail banking and corporate banking services, insurance and other supporting
functions, such as product and service development. The member cooperative banks that are
part of the group are independent deposit banks that act locally. OP cooperative is the
strategic center, owned by the cooperative member banks and it is responsible of steering
and controlling the whole financial group. OP’s organizational structure is presented in
Figure 5. (OP 2019.)

OP Financial Group’s organization structure

2 million owner-customers

143 OP cooperative banks

Central cooperative

Retail banking

Corporate banking

Insurance

Figure 5. OP Financial Group's organization structure (OP 2019)

The independent member cooperative banks are in the focus of this study. At the moment
the central cooperative is managing the CSR work on behalf of the whole group, such as
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doing strategic work, producing OP Financial Group’s sustainability reports yearly and
managing stakeholder relationships. However, the information they have of the OP
cooperative banks’ CSR, is scattered and incomplete. Central cooperative is therefore
investigating a possibility for initiative where all of the member banks have a CSR program
of their own. Rather than comparing banks between each other, the aim is to find
commonalities of how small and medium-sized banks to adopt CSR.

4.3.

Sampling strategy

The independent cooperative banks that are part of OP Financial Group and do not exceed
the 250-employee limit were selected as a target sample of this study. Because semistructured interviews were selected as an appropriate data collection method and there are
altogether 143 cooperative banks in the OP Financial Group, a sampling strategy was
conducted. The banks were selected by using a literal replication that is appropriate logic
when the focus of the study is in participants that have similar experiences (Yin 2014, 63).
As literal replication predicts similar results, the similarities found are used in creating
understanding of the best ways for small and medium-sized banks to integrate CSR in their
business. Thus, OP Financial Group’s internal grouping was utilized in selecting the banks
included in the study. Internal grouping categorizes the banks in three groups (regional
banks, medium-sized banks and small banks) based on their customer volume, regional
banks being the largest banks. The following criteria in selecting the banks included in the
sample was applied:
1) The bank is part of OP Financial Group
2) The bank is primarily categorized as regional bank
3) The bank does not employ over 250 employees
Regional banks were the primary target of the sample selection. The regional banks are
included in the sample for comparability reasons: they are similar in terms of size and
resources. Where small banks in the OP Financial Group often have less than 10 employees,
regional banks have approximately over 200 employees. The regional and small banks differ
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in terms of resources and capabilities, which indicates that the resources to address CSR also
vary greatly. That makes generalization of the results difficult. Regional banks were also
interest of the OP Financial Group’s sustainability team, as they were seen more likely to be
willing to pursue a CSR program into their way of operating. Moreover, in recent years,
several small OP banks have merged, and the trend might be continued in the future.
The targeted sample size was 15 respondents, because it would cover 10% of the all banks.
There are altogether 18 regional banks and therefore 15 respondents represent well the whole
group of regional banks in terms of geographical coverage, but also in terms of number of
answers.

4.4.

Interview design

To access to relevant data, the representatives of the banks were interviewed. The data of
selected samples, banks’ top management, were collected by using semi-structured interview
method. Semi-structured interviews are practically suitable in situations where the aim is to
know the independent thought of each individual in a group (Adams 2015, 494). The
justification the selected data collection method is twofold: firstly, semi-structured
interviews are suitable to gain in-depth information of the sample size of 15 respondents.
Secondly, pre-formed questions give structure and help keeping the focus in the interests of
the research. The primary version of questions was sent to three employees of OP Financial
group for review before determining the final questions of the interview. Based on the
feedback the question setting and the words used were modified. The final question pattern
consisted of 12 questions.
The interview questions are formed with an intention to best answer to the research question
of the study and therefore the question pattern is created in accordance with the set research
framework and research questions. CSR implementation process, that is placed in the
research framework, is used to investigate managers’ opinions on concrete level and in each
stage of the implementation process. The process includes four steps: a) internal and external
analysis, b) development of the CSR strategy or integrating it to the existing strategy, c)
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implementation activities and d) control and reporting phase. These four stages are utilized
in the formulation of interview questions to investigate the deficiencies and advantages in
each stage with an aim to enhance the understanding of how small and medium-sized banks
can integrate CSR. Also, the SMEs’ special resources and capabilities that previous research
have identified are included in the question formulation process. The question pattern was
set in a way that the questions started from general questions and gradually going into more
detailed questions. This is a widely used approach in interviews. The questions can be
divided into three sections, that are presented next. Also, each of the interview question and
the reasoning behind them are explained in more detail.
The first three questions focus on analysis phase and aim to create an understanding of the
starting point from where the managers approach the phenomena. These questions are more
general in nature and aim to reveal the attitudes and beliefs that managers have related to the
topic. They also intent to unveil the managerial values towards sustainability, which is found
to be an important factor determining whether the company will engage with CSR at all.
Question 1: How the increased need for CSR is visible in banking industry?
The first question aims to discover whether CSR is considered as a relevant theme in banking
business. The question also aims to disclose the ways and the context where the topic has
appeared.
Question 2: Do you consider CSR as a benefit for business or as a chance to gain
competitive advantage?
The second question aims to discover the what kind of perceived benefits CSR creates for
the business and what kind of role it could have in the company strategy.
Question 3: How would you describe your company’s approach to CSR at the moment?
The third question gives interviewee a possibility to describe bank’s current approach to
CSR. The intention of this question is also to find out whether the approach is formalized
and on what stage the CSR actions are at the moment.
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Questions from 4 to 6 are an extension for internal and external analysis and they aim to find
components for CSR strategy formulation. Analysis of the main business impacts,
identification of the threats and possibilities related to CSR, and understanding the
stakeholder’s needs create a foundation for CSR strategy development. This question pattern
also aims to investigate banks’ relation to social capital, that is also identified to be one of
the special resources that SMEs’ have.
Question 4: What are the main impacts of your business to society and to the natural
environment?
Fourth question is intended to gather information of the main business impacts and also to
reveal manager’s understanding of them. It is used to ensure materiality of the other answers.
Question 5: What kind of external threats and possibilities do you see related to CSR
aspects?
This question aims to map out the experienced or recognized threats that the increased need
for CSR has created. Also, the attitude and possible new openings is aimed to be discovered.
Question 6: What are the main stakeholders and how could you address your stakeholders
needs better?
When creating a CSR program, the main stakeholder groups and their needs are important
to identify.
The questions from 7 to 12 are designed to combine the last two parts of the CSR program
development process: implementation phase and reporting phase. In order to move from
superficial level to more pragmatic level, the questions in this setting are formed to be more
detailed and practical. Therefore, manager’s attitudes towards CSR program, level of
knowledge, accessibility of tools to address CSR and possible barriers are investigated. As
many scholars suggest for small and medium-sized companies to start from small changes
and gradually move to more ambitious approach to address CSR, managers’ ideas of simple
CSR actions are investigated to gain practical results. Company culture is a central part in
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implementation of any strategy. References whether case companies have an informal
company culture, which is the second special resource that SMEs’ have, is also investigated.
Question 7: Do you think a CSR program would be beneficial for your company? If so,
how?
Question 7 aims to discover the managers’ attitudes towards creating a CSR program for the
bank. The attitudes are investigated to better understand what kind of approach managers
wish to have towards CSR.
Question 8: Do you consider having enough knowledge and tools to build and execute a
CSR program?
This question investigates the managers’ opinions on the opportunities and conditions to
address CSR at a company level.
Question 9: What kind of barriers do you see in developing a CSR program and
implementing it into practice?
Understanding the possible barriers are important to discover beforehand, so they can be
avoided when determining approach to integrate CSR.
Question 10: What could you do to gain quick wins?
The motivation behind this question relates to the idea that CSR can be implemented into
the business gradually, staring from easily executable actions. Once the CSR work has
started, the requirements and the scope can be expanded.
Question 11: What are your main valuable intangible and tangible resources that enable
execution of CSR program?
This question discovers the company’s internal resources that support the execution of the
program.
Question 12: What kind of support do you need in integrating CSR?
This question aims to find out aspects of how their CSR work can be supported.
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4.5.

Data collection methods

The data was collected by conducting semi-structured interviews. To gain relevant data, a
representative from each bank’s top management was interviewed. Due to practical reasons
the interviews were executed online as the managers of the banks were located all over to
Finland. The interviews were carried out via Microsoft Teams. An invitation to an interview
was sent to 18 bank managers by email. In most cases, e-mail was sent to the CEO of the
bank and to the head of communications, when possible. A better response rate was targeted
by sending the invitation to more than one person. This also allowed the banks to internally
select the most suitable person for the interview, which increases the quality of the responses.
In total, 15 managers agreed for interview. A 30-minute interview session was agreed in a
way that respondents suggested couple of suitable times within a two-week time frame and
I sent them a Microsoft Teams meeting request. A short summary of the purpose of the study,
common instructions and the question pattern was included in the meeting request. By
sending the questions in advance, the quality of the responses was aimed to be increased.
The interviews lasted on average from 20 minutes to 35 minutes. The interview questions
were provided in Finnish and the interviews were held in Finnish. The question pattern can
be found from the appendix 1 in Finnish and from chapter 4.4. in English.
The data was collected between December 2019 and January 2020. 14 of the interviews were
carried out as an online meeting via Microsoft Teams and one of the interviews were
conducted face-to-face. With the permission of the interviewees the interviews were
recorded, by using the recording function in Microsoft Teams. This was done to ensure the
flow and efficiency of the interview situation. After the interviews, the recordings were
transcribed in a text document for deeper analyzation. List of case companies included in
the interview are presented in the Table 3 below.
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Table 3. Case companies, respondents’ position in the organization and interview method

Company

Position in the organization

Interview method

Company 1

CEO

Online meeting in Microsoft
Teams

Company 2

CEO

Online meeting in Microsoft
Teams

Company 3

CEO

Online meeting in Microsoft
Teams

Company 4

CEO

Online meeting in Microsoft
Teams

Company 5

CEO

Online meeting in Microsoft
Teams

Company 6

Head of Communications

Face-to-face

Company 7

Head of Marketing and Communications

Online meeting in Microsoft
Teams

Company 8

Head of Marketing

Online meeting in Microsoft
Teams

Company 9

Head of customer relationships and
communications

Online meeting in Microsoft
Teams

Company 10

Head of Marketing and Communications

Online meeting in Microsoft
Teams

Company 11

CEO

Online meeting in Microsoft
Teams

Company 12

Head of Wealth Management, Marketing
and Communications

Online meeting in Microsoft
Teams

Company 13

Head of Marketing

Online meeting in Microsoft
Teams

Company 14

Head of Marketing and Communications

Online meeting in Microsoft
Teams

Company 15

Head of change and future management

Online meeting in Microsoft
Teams
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4.6.

Data analysis methods

The data was analyzed by using a codification methodology proposed by Gioia at al. (2013)
that is based on grounded analysis. This methodology offers a systematic approach to
analyze qualitative data and brings qualitative rigor to the analysis and presentation of the
data (Gioia et al. 2013). The Gioia-codification methodology is suitable data analysis method
in inductive research where the theory is undeveloped, and new insights of the topic are
expected to emerge from the data. As the theory connecting CSR to SMEs is basically
nonexistent (Spence 2007), this methodology applies well to the underlying intention of this
study; understanding CSR in SME context better. Hence, this method gives an extraordinary
voice for the interviewees by remaining the integrity of the informants’ terms. The emerged
concepts are then studied in relation to existing literature, which enables the formulation of
new insights to further studies for theory building. (Gioia et al. 2013.)
This methodology responds to the critique of qualitative research lacking in rigor by
demonstrating the process of how the raw data is processed further into concepts, themes
and dimensions in detail. The data analysis process searches multiple levels of information
simultaneously and consists of three different layers of codifications: informative-centric 1st
order concepts, theory-driven 2nd order themes and aggregate dimensions. The levels of the
data analysis process are discussed next. (Gioia et al. 2013.)
The first step in the data analysis process started with getting familiar with the data: the
transcripts were first analyzed multiple times to identify relevant topics and concepts from
the raw data. Each of the cases were first treated as single cases. Emerged 1st order concepts
from each case were separated from the transcripts and listed on common spreadsheet. In
this way, the amount of raw data was enabled to be reduced and the emerged central concepts
were collected for deeper analysis. The 1st order concepts are summarizations of
respondents’ answers. In these summaries, respondents’ “voice” was aimed to be remained,
imitating the language, narrative and terms used by the interviewees. According to Gioia et
al. (2013), often 50 to 100 1st order concepts emerge from the first ten interviews. Altogether
87 1st order concepts emerged from 15 interviews. To organize the emerged 1st order
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concepts in more manageable form, similarities and differences from 1st order concepts were
searched, and these concepts were further categorized into 14 concept categories.
The second stage of the analysis was the formulation of 2nd order themes from the 1st-order
concepts. The level of analysis is more abstract and theoretical as existing concepts are used
to describe and explain meaning of 1st order concepts. In this way, the most central
observations are put in some theoretical context and possibly new concepts can are created.
Altogether seven 2nd order themes were formulated. Finally, in the third stage, the emergent
2nd order themes were refined even further to three aggregate dimensions. In this way, 1st
order concepts, 2nd order themes and aggregate dimensions together create the data structure
of the study, enabling arranging the data in comprehensible visual aid and demonstrating the
rigor in qualitative research. (Gioia et al. 2013.)

4.7.

Reliability and validity

Validity and reliability are aspects that measure the rigor, trustworthiness, objectivity and
quality of the research and they are needed to be ensured in every stage of the research
process. Validity refers to the extent to which a research measure what it is supposed to
measure. Reliability in turn means that the same results can be received when the study is
repeated in similar conditions. Hence, reliability refers to the consistency and repeatability
of the study. The ways the aspects of reliability and validity are ensured in this study are
next discussed by using Yin’s (2009) quality criteria. (Yin 2009; Adams et al. 2014.)
Construct validity in research refers to objectivity and conformability; whether the empirical
study was able to answer the research question and if the right things were measured. In this
study construct validity was ensured by selecting appropriate research method and creating
clear boundaries for the study when selecting the case companies. Interviewing bank
managers was an element that enhanced the construct validity, because they have the best
knowledge of the company issues. Also, a semi-structured interview-method increased
construct validity of the study, because it gave participants a possibility to explain
themselves. By sending the research questions in advance gave the respondents possibility
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to prepare their answers. This also increased the quality of the answers. Also, the respondents
were reminded that individual answers cannot be recognized from the final report. This was
done to encourage interviewees to answer in most objective way possible. The answers were
recorded and then transcribed, to ensure the construct validity when analyzing the data.
Internal validity stands for credibility. Multiple sources of data are an element to ensure the
credibility of the study. 15 respondents can be considered as sufficient sample, as after 10
interviews the answers started to repeat and additional interviews did not enhance the already
received knowledge. The selected case companies have wide geographical cover in Finland,
that allows careful generalization of the results for the whole OP Financial Group. Using
codification methodology proposed by Gioia et al. (2013) was an element to ensure the
internal validity because it demonstrates the whole process of refining the raw data to
concepts and aggregate dimensions. Thus, it increased the transparency of the study by
allowing the reader to see how the conclusions are made. External validity refers to degree
of transferability and generalizability; whether the study’s results can be generalized or
transferred to other contexts. The research process is described in detail for another
researcher to conduct the same research in different context.
Reliability stands for dependability and consistency in research. In this study reliability is
ensured by conducting the research with suitable research methods. Reliability is also
strengthened by describing each stage of the data collection in detail and by using Gioiacodification methodology to analyze the data, so the logic from formulating concepts,
themes and dimensions from the raw data is visible.
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5. Results and findings
This chapter introduces the results and findings of the empirical study. Figure 6 describes
the data structure and shows the results of the study at a glance.

1st order consepts

2nd order themes

Aggregate dimensions

Relevancy for the business
Sustainability is a natural and integral part of our business
Business is based on trust
Long history as an imporatnt actor in the area
Cooperative business structure
Sustainability is an important topic in financial sector
Highly regulated sector
High regulation sets parameters for the business
Complying with legislation is business as usual

Fit for the current
business

Resources
Motivated and skilled employees and managers
Strong existing socially responsible practice
Financially possible
Community support
Support from other OP member banks
Strong relatinships in the local community
Managerial values
Sustainability in more than charity
Willingnes to go beyond the legislative requirements
High motivation to take more ambitious approach
"Only the sky is the limit"
Sustainability is a trend that holds huge potential
Perceived benefits
Enhanced reputation and company image
New business opportunities
New aspect to sales and collaborations
Current approach
No plan, dispared activities
Included in decision making whenever possible
Agile and flexible

Exploitation of the
existing resources

Social capital

High motivation

Informal company culture

Strategic CSR

Company culture
Casual relationships between managers and employees
Ideas are easy to take forward
Trust in possibilities to make change
We want to be flexible and agile
Communication
Different language
Need to make the existing work visible
Hard to communicate without facts and numbers

Barriers

Constraints
Difficulties in measurement; no data
Lack of time and manpower
Perceived risks and threads
Need of coordination
We need a simple, effective and duplicatable model
Structure would support the management and communication
Enough resources ensured
From declarations to vision

Structured appraoch

Common vision

Concreteness
Start from easy, simple steps
Implementation is the difficult part
Designated person responsible
Actions rather than talk
Knowledge
What are the most material themes to address?
Fear of not understanding the topic in required depth
Many sides of sustianability, which one to favor?

Common policy

Materiality
Big econimic and social impacts
Not that clear environmental impacts

Figure 6. Data structure
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Figure 6 illustrates the logic of refining the data from 1st order concepts to 2nd order concepts
and eventually to three aggregate dimensions. The dynamic interrelationships between
concepts, themes and dimensions are demonstrated with arrows. The emerged aggregate
dimensions “exploitation of existing resources”, “strategic CSR” and “common vision” are
used as a structure for the reporting of the results. The 1st order concepts and 2nd order themes
that emerged from the data are presented under these two dimensions.
To guarantee the privacy of the interviewees, the results and citations are presented by
replacing the interviewees’ names with corresponding expressions, such as “Interviewee 1”.
In this way, the answers cannot be connected to single respondents.

5.1.

Exploitation of the existing resources

The first aggregate dimension, the exploitation of the existing resources, is derived from 2nd
order themes of “fit for the current business” and “social capital” (Figure 7). Next, these
two 2nd order themes are presented in-depth, using the emerged 1st order concepts and
quotations from respondents to retain their voice to the presentation of the results.
2nd order themes

Aggregate dimension

Fit for the current business
Exploitation of the existing resources
Social capital

Figure 7. Formulation of aggregate dimension “Exploitation of the existing resources”

5.1.1. Fit for the current business
The first emerged 2nd order theme express that CSR naturally fits to the current business of
studied banks. According to the bank managers, CSR was considered to be a relevant topic
and closely related to the banking business. The business is based on trust that obligates
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them to do business in transparent and secure way. The banking sector is also highly
regulated which sets the parameters for the business. Meeting the legislative requirements
and complying with regulation were seen as very natural part of the business that create a
solid foundation for sustainable business. Thus, doing business in responsible manner was
considered to be in the core of the business. Interviewee 8 describes the relevancy of CSR
in the banking business as following:
“CSR is an important aspect in financial sector. We have high risk for bad reputation as we
have a lot of knowledge capital and lot of customers. Therefore, our business is based on
trust. The sector is highly regulated, so we are automatically expected to act in responsible
way and it is visible in everything we do.” (Interviewee 8)
Voluntary actions can be seen as a fit for the current business as the banks already have a
strong current practice in it: they have a long history of doing charity work locally and being
an active partner in contributing to the local area vitality. The current socially sustainable
performance was seen as a good foundation to take the work to the next level. Many
respondents mentioned that these voluntary initiatives come automatically from their
cooperative company structure, that aims not to maximize the shareholder value, but to bring
benefits for the owner-customers. Therefore, their basic function is to contribute to the area
development and ensuring customers’ possibilities to success.
Respondents consider that they have enough resources to take a more ambitious approach to
address CSR. They believe it is just a matter of allocation of resources. Manager’s see that
they are in a strong financial condition that allows them to invest in CSR financially. In
addition, employees are perceived to be skilled and motivated, and they are seen as the most
valuable asset of the banks.
5.1.2. Social capital
The second 2nd order theme “social capital” is formulated from banks’ strong social
connections: being part of OP Financial Group and being an integral part of the local
community. The managers consider themselves to be an embedded part of the area as they
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have strong mutual connections with other actors in the area and close relationships with
their stakeholder. Also, historical knowledge, experience of operating in the area and strong
local role that requires them to act in sustainable and responsible manner were seen to
support their CSR performance. In addition, managers consider that being part of OP
Financial Group offers them a unique possibility to support execution of CSR initiatives
through sharing, learning and benchmarking each other.

5.2.

Strategic CSR

The second aggregate dimension, strategic CSR, is consisted of four 2nd order themes (Figure
8). These 2nd order themes are next presented in more detail.
2nd order themes

Aggregate dimensions

High motivation

Informal company culture
Strategic CSR
Barriers

Structured approach

Figure 8. Formulation of aggregate dimension "Strategic CSR"

5.2.1. High motivation
The 2nd order theme “high motivation” is formulated from two 1st order categories:
managerial values and perceived benefits. Manager’s high motivation to integrate CSR is
seen to derive from managerial values, that consider CSR important and from perceived
benefits that CSR creates, such as improved company image and enhanced competitiveness.
Both of these are presented below in detail.
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Managerial values
Even though complying with regulation is a central part of responsible business, CSR was
considered more as a voluntary initiatives and actions that go beyond the legislative
requirements. Respondents emphasized that nowadays CSR has to be more than legally solid
business and charity activity. Managers are highly motivated to take the current actions
further and to have more ambitious and compelling approach to CSR. Respondents’ attitudes
towards addressing CSR was truly optimistic and motivated. They used expressions such as
“only the sky is the limit!” and “everything is possible”. CSR is wanted to be placed in the
heart of business and integrated in all of the different business functions creating new
business opportunities and value. Interviewee 5 states:
“Sustainability is everyone’s business so yes, it is important for us. Banking sector is not an
exception. It is a trend that have resulted clear change among customers in the last two
years; customers are more aware, and value is given in whole new level to these things. We
definitely want to be part of this change and we have many different ways to engage with it.
For example, we have to make our financing decisions in responsible way. We work hard
against money laundering and financing of terrorism. There is also sustainable investing.
Now is time for actions, not just talk.” (Interviewee 5.)
Three managers out of 15 differed from common opinion and expressed skepticism of the
demand of CSR to not to be as extensive as in the public discussions, even though they were
sensing weak sings of increased need for it in the banking business. At the same they all
agreed that its importance, as well as the pressure, will increase in the future, and therefore
it is crucial to start including CSR into decision making already now. When asked of the
threats and opportunities that the increased need for sustainable business brings, more
opportunities than risks were seen. The overall attitude of the managers was very positive
regarding of new CSR initiatives.
Perceived benefits
Perceived business benefits indicate of CSR is valued among managers. 14 banks out of 15
considered CSR as a clear benefit for business through improved company image and
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strengthened brand. Interviewee 7 states that voluntary actions are recognized and valued
among stakeholders, which creates them business benefits through enhanced reputation.
Many managers mentioned that strong sustainable company profile cannot to be a
justification for higher prices – even though customers consider CSR important, they still
base their decisions on price on large extent. Interviewee 1 considered the business benefits
of CSR as following:
“CSR possess a huge potential, for example through reputation. When we have strong
sustainable reputation, we are customers’ first choice. Direct benefits are that we are trusted
partners for our customers. There are indirect benefits too: when our customers success, the
whole area’s vitality increases, which brings more customers for us.” (Interviewee 1.)
Thus, CSR was considered beneficial for business and to support banks competitiveness.
However, CSR alone was not considered to bring competitive advantage for the company,
but a strong CSR performance was considered as an advantage in situations where a
customer is considering between two equal options or service providers.
Managers also saw considered that CSR can be source of new business. Most of these
opportunities were seen in possibilities of new collaborations and increased sales. Also,
customers have expressed an increased need and interest towards sustainable services and
products. Especially young customers are conscious and increasingly using sustainability as
a defining criterion in their decisions. Increased interest has led in development of new
products and services, such as sustainable investments options. Social and environmental
impacts are increasingly affecting funding decisions too. CSR is perceived as a common
interest between bank and stakeholders that has opened new possibilities for collaborations
and deepened the existing relationships. According to Interviewee 12, CSR has given them
a whole new angle and “a common tone” into negotiations with new collaborations and
partnerships. Furthermore, having sustainable product offering has created a new aspect to
sales. These resulted in clear benefits for the business.
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5.2.2. Informal company culture
Banks’ current approach to CSR and the emerged observations of company culture
formulated the 2nd order theme “informal company culture”.
Current approach
The first observation that stood out from the managers’ answers was that they consider
having a strong performance already what comes to the social sustainability, as they have a
long history of doing charity work and have an important role in effecting to the development
and the success of the area. However, these actions are scattered, impulsive and declarative
in nature without a common vision.
The CSR approach is structured only in two out of fifteen banks. Two banks (Interviewee 2
and Interviewee 14) reported to already having a CSR program, although making the
program concrete was a challenge. Interviewee 1 and Interviewee 9 reported not having a
specific program, but they have included CSR considerations into their existing strategy. 11
banks did not have any approach to address CSR. Table 4 below demonstrates the division
of banks’ different approaches.
Table 4. The division of banks’ different approaches to CSR

Banks’ current approach to CSR

n.

%

An existing CSR program

2

13%

CSR aspects are included in the strategy

2

13%

No approach

11

74%

Total

15

Among all respondents, whether they have a CSR program or not, the current approach to
CSR was seen somewhat mobile and informal. CSR considerations were included into
decision making whenever it was possible and seen convenient. The focus was on concrete
actions, rather than using CSR to enhance the marketing. In addition, what comes to external
communication, words such as sustainability or CSR have not been used before, even though
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contribution to these themes have been active. Interviewee 12’s answer summarizes the
current approach:
“We have not used words such as “CSR” before, but the actions have always been there.
We have done a lot throughout the history, but now the aim is to take more ambitious and
structured approach to CSR. The basic work at the moment is missing, for example with our
stakeholders. We have only identified that this is important for us, but we do not have a clear
approach of how we should proceed with this. There is no project around this. However,
CSR has arisen as a separate subject in our strategic work” (Interviewee 12).
Company culture
Company culture was described to be casual, flexible and agile. Managers believed in having
a possibility to take the issues forward that they see important and execute changes quickly.
The company culture was also described supportive allowing anyone in the company to
bring up new ideas into discussion. Casual relationships with employees and closeness of
top management are both indicative of low hierarchy.
5.2.3. Barriers
1st order categories “communication” and “constraints” formulated the 2nd order theme
“barriers”. These themes are next introduced detail.
Communication
The challenge of CSR communication was a theme that clearly stands out from the answers.
The existing socially responsible practices are scattered and not formally planned which
have made the communication of the themes difficult. Managers also expressed that they
have been using different words to describe their voluntary actions. Because the current CSR
actions are not made visible through effective communication, respondents consider that
they have received benefits of these actions only to the extent that has been possible without
a good communication process at place. Thus, managers perceive that it is important to make
the current actions externally visible first before thinking of new initiatives. Nevertheless,
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managers consider to be in good situation, as the actions are already there, they just need to
be communicated better.
Constraints
There was a number of constraints that can be considered as barriers for banks to integrate
CSR. The absence of data was an evident constraint. Managers considered that getting CSR
data would require a lot of manual work that they don’t have time or skills for. Absence of
CSR data result that the business benefits are difficult to calculate, and the impacts of the
CSR actions cannot be measured. Managers also saw that numbers would support
justifications of new CSR initiatives and help in steering the direction. The absence of CSR
data is closely related to managers’ concern of investing time and money to CSR
performance but not creating value as data would give concrete results. CSR data is also
considered to enable strong CSR communication. Limited time and lack of resources to
concentrate on CSR work were seen as constraints by few respondents. They were concerned
that they are not able give the subject the focus it requires, and that it would lead to shallow
impacts.
Other constraints that emerged from the answers are categorized in internal risks and
external threats in Table 5. Investing time and money to CSR were seen as a risk if they are
not communicated effectively or made in order to gain short-term benefits from some
stakeholders. Also, as sustainability is affecting every industry, it has impacts to companies
the banks are financing. If some industries are experiencing increased amount of pressure
and bad publicity, this creates a clear risk for the bank. Examples of these industries
managers pointed out were agriculture, travelling and mink farming.
Table 5. Internal risks and external threats

Internal risks

External threats

Investing but not gaining the desired
benefits
Financing companies that are not
considered sustainable

Tightening credit risk regulation in financing
decisions
Competitors’ enhanced CSR communication and
new initiatives
Risk to gain negative publicity from new initiatives
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The external threats were tightening credit risk regulations that prevent banks financing
certain companies. Also, competitors’ new openings related to CSR and more efficient CSR
communication was perceived as a risk where competitor can receive positive publicity and
gain competitive advantage through it. Also, new CSR initiatives were seen to carry a
reputational risk. However, managers did not see these as insuperable threats and they were
willing to start with small and simple steps and gradually develop their actions further.
5.2.4. Structured approach
The fourth emerged 2nd order theme is “structured approach” that emerged from 1st order
categories of “need of coordination” and “concreteness”.
Need of coordination
At the moment CSR work was described to be declarative in nature without a vision or goals.
Respondents showed a really strong interest to take a structured approach to address CSR.
Especially because time and resources are limited, a demand for a simple program was
evident. Managers’ had a common opinion that instead of declarations and certifications, a
comprehensive and practical program was needed where goals, critical fields and needed
actions are clearly expressed. Managers also emphasized that there should be common
guidelines inside the OP Financial Group of the most material issues to address and a simple,
concrete and duplicatable framework where banks can add things locally. The model should
include examples that are easy apply and suggestions of how to collect data. The division of
managers’ attitudes are presented in Table 6.
Table 6. Manager's opinions towards CSR program

Opinions on developing a CSR program

n.

%

Not a good idea

2

13%

Hesitant

2

13%

A good idea

11

74%

Total

15
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An established CSR program was regarded to bring the needed structure to current scattered
CSR actions and to support its management – CSR work has to be coordinated and managed
like any other project. Also, ensuring enough resources to execute a program would be part
of program planning. Managers believe that a set program would be an opportunity to go
deeper in the actions and send a message that CSR is valued and taken seriously. A CSR
program was also considered to make the evaluation of the progress easier and it is seen to
enable comparison with another banks part of the group. Consequently, possibility to
benchmark and communicate with other banks were considered important. Interviewee 9
stated, that there are about 20 regional banks who have the same resources in use. There is
no point for everyone to struggle with the same things alone.
Even though most of managers expressed interest in taking more ambitious and structured
approach to address CSR, two interviewees were hesitant towards the program and saw it
brining extra work, while being an inflexible way to address emerged situations. Interviewee
7 stated:
“We don’t have a CSR program at the moment. It could be beneficial but at the same time
we want to be flexible and agile. We want to be able to react quickly to the topical things.
For example, when elderly care was under a scandal in Finland, we took an action and
organized a mid-summer party in the elderly house. So, it is nice to react to these kinds of
things. Sure, it would be beneficial to write things down, but we have so many other things
to do.” (Interviewee 7.)
Two of the managers considered a program to be a bad idea. The negative attitude resulted
from previous experiences that did not made any concrete change. The actions were missing.
Interviewee 3 stated:
“I am afraid that this kind of program will be established. Last time it did not resulted
anything good. We verified the program, but it did not translate to actions. It could be
beneficial if it is really concrete. We need concrete actions, not declarations. There is no
purpose or benefits if there are no actions.” (Interviewee 3)
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Concreteness
Starting from small steps were seen as a less risky way to start and a goof way to see what
works and what does not. The most repetitive answers regarding concrete actions to diminish
the impacts to natural environment can be categorized in two: in actions that an individual
bank can do and to actions that are OP Financial Group’s responsibility. OP Financial
Group’s role was highlighted in the answers, because they are responsible of developing
digitalized services such as the mobile app, online banking and online meetings with
customers. These all are ways to minimize the environmental impacts of banking services.
To get started with CSR work and to gain “quick-wins” locally, managers saw that CSR
considerations should be included in decision making at all times: when deciding about
renovations, negotiating with collaborations and in every acquisition. Many of the managers
point out that they have made lighting and energy saving renovation in the branch offices
that have a positive impact to environment but have also decreased variable costs at the same
time. Use of local service providers were regarded to be relatively easy switch to more
socially sustainable way of doing business. Another simple suggested initiative was to
encourage the employees in their daily life to use less paper, recycle and use public transport,
walk or cycle on their way to work. In addition, taking full advantage of the existing
sustainable options, such as online meetings and ESG funds, and actively offering these
options to customers were seen as concrete and simple steps that could be exploited straight
away. Designating a contact person who is responsible of CSR work was seen to be an
important step in making things more visible and concrete in the organization. Interviewee
2 summarized this as following:
“A contact person from the OP Financial Group is needed. There are already this kind of
persons with other business functions, such as contact person for cards and sales.
Designating a contact person for CSR would be a sign that it is valued and important. There
has to be someone who keeps the conversation going, offers support and ensures that
concrete steps are taken.” (Interviewee 2)
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Managers were eager to meet their stakeholders regarding to CSR issues. Customers,
especially owner-customers and employees were defined to be the most important
stakeholders for banks. Also, local actors such as schools, universities and other companies
were perceived important. Managers regard to have close and mutual relationships with their
stakeholders, and they consider meeting their stakeholders regularly important. When taking
the initiative together with the stakeholders, there is a possibility to make bigger impacts.
Also, common initiatives among banks enable more pervasive impacts compared to the ones
done alone.

5.3.

A common vision

1st order categories “knowledge” and “materiality” formulated a 2nd order theme of
“common policy” (Figure 9). It stands for creating a mutual agreement on material aspects
and creating a policy to manage controversial issues.
2nd order themes

Aggregate dimension

Common policy

Common vision

Figure 9. Formulation of aggregate dimension “Common vision”

Knowledge
The banks which had an existing CSR program or had included CSR considerations into
their current strategy considered that they have enough knowledge of the topic and they
know what things to address. Rest of the banks, that is a clear enemy, who did not have any
approach to address CSR, indicated they don’t have enough knowledge to create and execute
the program in necessary depth. Furthermore, they didn’t know what aspects of CSR they
should include in the program. Managers also expressed confusion towards CSR as a concept
and did not know which approach to take in situations, where a company that they consider
funding has a clear positive social impact to the area, but the environmental impacts are
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uncertain. Managers considered that a common policy would ease the decision making in
every day live.
Materiality
To create understanding of how small and medium-sized banks can integrate CSR, the focus
should be on material issues. Thus, managers’ views on the most material business impacts
to society and natural environment were discovered. The most frequent answers that
emerged were related to external social impacts. The table below (Table 7) presents the
answers of the most significant social impacts of the business.
Table 7. Banks' social impacts

Internal impacts

Employment
Work politics
Occupational health

External impacts

Financial education and guidance

Social impacts

Providing trustful financial information
Enabling local success stories to happen
Direct employment to the area and indirect employment
trough the companies they finance
Supporting area vitality through financing local companies
Voluntary work, donations and financial support to local
organizations
Guidance in digital services
Board service offering enables taking care of the customers in
encompassing way
Providing trustful financial information
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The case banks have long history in ensuring the area vitality and growth through financing
local companies and providing employment. They provide employment to the area directly,
though the people they employ and indirectly through the companies they finance. All banks
reported to be well integrated in the local community as they are involved in many local
initiatives which aim to contribute to the area development and wellbeing of the living
environment. An ongoing voluntary work includes donations to local organizations, sport
clubs, art and children’s recreation activities. The voluntary work is now intended to extend
further; to reach new groups of people or some current phenomenon, such as local lake
rehabilitation. The actions and impacts towards social sustainability at individual bank level
and the group level are considered vast.
Banks have also an important role in precautionary work in contributing to financial skills
and awareness: they offer guidance and support in daily meetings with their customers. They
also give financial education in schools and offer guidance in digital services for elderly
people. Interviewee 1 reported that they provide financial education to all local 9th grade
students. Interviewee 14 pointed out that banks are important distributors of trustful
knowledge and they are often asked to speak in events and give comments on their areas of
expertise. The broad service offering was also considered to have a positive social impact
because through their wide range of products and services, banks are able to take care of the
customers in encompassing way and not only concentrate in one specific area of customer’s
live.
Environmental impacts were not brought into discussion in a large extent, even though they
were asked during the interview. Most of the managers did not mention anything related to
environmental sustainability, apart from three bank managers. Interviewee 4 regarded,
despite of their motivation, that they are still far away from concrete actions in preventing
climate change and making a significant positive impact to the environment. Interviewee 11
stated that their actions at the moment are not reaching the impressiveness of carbon sinks,
but they are concentrating on things that they can impact – making the local area a better
place to live. Interviewee 2 considered that they have not sponsored environmental
undertaking but could do it in the future. Interviewee 2 continues:
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“We have discussed internally a lot of how we could contribute to the environmental
wellbeing of the area better, but the ways are not clear for us. We have discussed what it
would take to be carbon neutral in the future, but clear actions have not been made.”
(Interviewee 2)
Socially responsible actions were seen easier to include to business than environmental
actions. Half of the respondents mentioned was that they are aware of the possibility to
include additional environmental considerations in their financing politics, though they are
not doing it yet.
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6. Discussion
This chapter aims to answer the objectives of this study and combine the findings with theory
and practice. The findings from the empirical study are discussed in relation to the research
questions.

6.1.

Operationalizing CSR in small and medium-sized banks

To comprehensively answer to the first research question of the study, the three emerged
aggregate dimensions are now discussed. The different components of the aggregate
dimensions are analyzed through VRIN-criteria to evaluate the feasibility of emerged CSR
initiatives and to understand whether they enhance the competitiveness of the company and
possibly act as a source of competitive advantage. By evaluating the CSR actions and
processes through RBV, it is aimed to ensure that small and medium-sized banks can exploit
their limited resources in way that brings value for the company. The emerged third-order
dimensions are closely connected with each other, but they are aimed to be discussed
separately. Finally, CSR implementation framework is filled up with emerged issues from
the data analysis.
RQ1: How small and medium-sized banks can integrate CSR in their business?
By exploiting the existing resources
The banking business is highly regulated which creates a good foundation for small banks
to include voluntary aspects to the business. However, only the actions that go beyond the
legislation are perceived to be valued among stakeholders. Adversely to Tilley (2000)
findings, high regulation was not perceived as a burden to enhance the CSR performance
and to increase the amount of responsible practices. Instead, regulation was considered to be
an element that supports the overall CSR performance, because it already obligates banks to
do lot of monitoring. Johnson & Schaltegger (2016) have argued that the deficiency of
external drivers, such as regulatory pressure, is preventing SMEs to address CSR issues. In
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accordance to Johnson and Schaltegger, this study suggests that high regulation in the
industry works for small and medium-sized banks’ advantage in integrating CSR.
Furthermore, the banks already have a strong existing socially responsible performance that
derives from the cooperative company structure where the basic function of the business is
to contribute to the vitality of the area and its members’ wellbeing. Indeed, CSR was found
to have a fit to the current business. Because the studied banks have already established a
strong socially sustainable performance and they are motivated to take more ambitious
approach towards CSR, it can be concluded that regulation and cooperative structure create
a solid foundation to integrate CSR into business on a larger extent.
Because of the existing socially responsible performance, it can be argued that these banks
are able to integrate CSR with their existing resources. However, now these actions are
dispersed, not formally coordinated and without a vision. Hence, the existing resources need
to be strategically utilized to fully address CSR. At the moment, most of the existing CSR
actions are based on charity in different forms. Pure charity where the money changes its
owner will most likely to not hold competitive advantage because it is not valuable, rare,
inimitable or non-substitutable. Thus, competitors can easily do it too. However, if the
collaborations are taken beyond charity, new sources of competitive advantage can be found.
CSR is seen as an element that brings a “common tone” to the negotiations and to work as a
connective factor in which both parties can agree on. It also encourages to take the
cooperation on a deeper level and to create shared value.
Revising the banks’ existing cooperation agreements with their partners and other
stakeholders to be in line with the CSR objectives can create value for both parties, deepen
the stakeholder relationships and support the CSR performance. Strong and mutual
relationships with stakeholders are case banks’ distinct advantage to integrate CSR on a new
level. These relationships with other local actors are valuable, because they can help the
banks to implement their CSR strategies. It is difficult for competitors to build such networks
and therefore these resources can be also considered as inimitable. These relationships can
be also defined to be rare, because they are formed over time and protected by isolation
mechanism such as social complexity and unique historical conditions. Indeed, updating the
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existing approach to collaborations can lead to competitive advantage and help in meeting
the CSR objectives.
This approach creates a favorable possibility to deepen the relationships with existing
customers and partners but also an opportunity for new business through new collaboration
partners. Furthermore, the “common tone” can support the sales of existing sustainable
products, such as ESG funds, and therefore increase the company’s profits. This is an
important observation that can support SMEs in finding the business case from sustainability
as it is strengthening the CSR performance and competitiveness of the bank. Products and
services can be considered valuable, but not inimitable, as other banks can offer similar
products. However, studied banks have historical knowledge of the local actors and their
customers. This information can be utilized in evaluating the risk in the funding decisions
and therefore to have enhanced risk management that can support their competitiveness. In
this way, their ESG products can be inimitable, rare and non-substitutable.
Managerial values can also be seen as intangible resources. The perceived business benefits
that motivate to address CSR were similar to findings of Hillary (2003) and Carls and
Vereeck (2005): enhanced reputation, improved company image and decreased costs.
According to Jenkins (2006), the values of managers have a significant impact on whether a
company decides to integrate CSR or not. In studied case companies, the respondents
regarded to have close relationships with employees which indicates their values being
present in the daily working. Managers also clearly value CSR as they are motivated to take
more ambitious approach to it. The presence of managerial values together with managers’
high motivation can be concluded to create a solid foundation for CSR integration in studied
banks and to support its implementation. They do not create competitive advantage alone,
but the values are base for further actions. For example, bank managers considered CSR
integration to be financially possible for them. Financial barriers are often perceived as a
main constraint for SMEs to integrate CSR (Johnson & Schaltegger 2016). Therefore,
managerial values have a significant impact to the way the managers see their possibilities
to financially engage with CSR.
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Managers also considered cooperative company structure as an advantage: being part of OP
Financial Group creates unique possibility for learning, support and benchmarking. This can
lead to competitive advantage because the community support is valuable, rare, inimitable
and non-substitutable. Similar to Lawrence et al. (2006) findings, co-operation with another
similar companies are perceived as advantage to coordinate CSR. However, this resource is
not utilized at the moment even though it bears a significant advantage for small and
medium-sized banks to integrate CSR.
By creating a common vision
To integrate CSR, a demand for a common vision emerged from the answers. Majority of
the managers did not know which material aspects to address when integrating CSR. There
were clear differences in the level of CSR-related knowledge between managers. The ones
who did not have a set approach to address CSR considered their knowledge to be
insufficient to define the material issues and did not know what to include in the program.
In addition, they did not believe to be able to address the important topics with required
depth. Moreover, similarly to Jenkins (2006) findings, these managers had difficulties in
defining the business case for sustainability. The banks, which had an existing CSR program
or CSR aspects already integrated in the strategy however regarded to have enough
knowledge and clear understanding of how to proceed. This observation indicates that based
on internal discussion, a sufficient level of knowledge can be created in order to define the
important issues and select the common direction.
Furthermore, if the common vision is created at the organization level, the implementation
is more likely to succeed, strengthening the reputation of the whole banking group. Creating
a common vision with other OP banks enables sharing the experiences and best practices,
organizing common campaigns and competitions between banks that can support the
process. It can also lead to creation of a common policy to deal with problematic industries.
Managers considered that many features of CSR complicate the decision making, therefore
a common policy would be helpful. Creation of the common vision can be a source of
competitive advantage because it is valuable: it supports decision making, understating of
the material issues and the CSR strategy implementation. It is also difficult to imitate
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because it would be based on historical knowledge of the area and social ambiguity. The
combined understanding can create unique CSR vision. Even though rareness and nonsubstitutability criteria are not met, there is lot of potential in this resource anyway to create
competitive advantage.
By strategizing CSR
According to the results, it is clear that in order to small and medium-sized banks to integrate
CSR, strategizing CSR is necessary. Therefore, small banks should take a structured
approach towards CSR: integrate CSR to the existing strategy and create a separate CSR
program to manage the CSR work on daily basis. The banks already have the resources for
it and a strong existing practice, but strategic approach towards CSR is however missing.
At the moment, there is lack of understanding of CSR in SME context and the suitable
approach for SMEs to integrate CSR is unclear. SMEs are found to see CSR as “allembracing” element to be included in the business and to have a reactive approach to address
CSR issues (Moore and Spence 2006; Jenkins 2006). Impulsive approach is explained
through some constraints that SMEs are facing, but also through their informal company
culture where unstructured strategies have a better fit. These approaches are visible also in
the studied banks – CSR is included into decision making in situations where it appears
convenient. However, managers are not satisfied with the “all-embracing” approach nor the
reactive approach which lack concreteness and structure as they are motivated to take a more
ambitious and structured approach to CSR.
The investigated banks have already a strong established practice to address social issues
and the managers have a high motivation to take the CSR work to the next level. Current
approach is vague and unplanned and is considered to be inappropriate way to implement
CSR anymore. There is a clear demand for structured approach to address CSR. Especially
the managers who are highly motivated to take more ambitious approach to CSR desire a
clear structure and plan. This indicates that when SMEs want to go beyond charity and
legislative requirements and truly integrate CSR to their business, ad-hoc approach is not
enough.
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A CSR program is needed to systemically implement CSR strategies, gather the scattered
practices into one entity, make the common actions visible, support the CSR management
and communication through improved predictability and to transform the current
performance to be more visionary and ambitious. Without a clear plan the communication
is declarative in nature, which is not strong nor effective CSR communication. While a CSR
program sends a message inside and outside, it also helps in overcoming the experienced
barriers and ensures that the material issues are considered internally. With reactive
approach material issues can be more difficult to address which might not convince the
stakeholders.
Even though a separate CSR program were seen essential to formalize the current
performance and as a good way to get started, CSR objectives are needed to be integrated
also to the existing strategy. When the company’s strategy and CSR program are in line,
they support each other. Moreover, most of the barriers to integrate CSR can be tackled when
CSR objectives are included in the decision making. As an example, banks considered that
collecting CSR data is difficult. Therefore, it is important to acknowledge this challenge
when bank decides to change or update a program they are using and select a program that
solves the data collection problem. However, the banks who have integrated CSR aspects to
the current strategy had difficulties in making the actions concrete and visible. This finding
indicates that starting from small steps and gradually integrating CSR into business seems
to be a good way to proceed. It ensures the concreteness of the actions, gives direct benefits
and enables trying out different approaches and therefore is a less risky way to identify the
business possibilities for a bank in sustainability field. With an integrated approach there lies
a great danger that CSR ends up being another declaration rather than a concrete theme to
implement in the business. When company has found its way to engage with CSR, it can be
eventually integrated to its strategy. Strategizing CSR itself does not provide competitive
advantage, because competitors can do it too. This is the challenge of all CSR actions,
because they stand for transparency and are therefore easy for competitors to copy. However,
strategizing the existing resources and the approach towards CSR enables creating activities
that enhance the competitiveness of the bank.
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Implications to the CSR implementation process
To comprehensively answer to the research question of how small and medium-sized banks
can integrate CSR and to give concrete implications to practice, the CSR implementation
process (Figure 2) is modified with the light of study as shown in Figure 10 below.

Figure 10. CSR implementation process in Finnish small and medium-sized banks

Analysis phase consists of external and internal analysis. External analysis includes
understanding the biggest business impacts, stakeholders’ views and trends. Avram and
Kühne (2008, 274) suggest that companies should address the problems that they are
accountable for and concentrate on tackling them. Addressing material things comes
particularly important in the case of SMEs, because of SMEs’ limited resources. A common
initiative at organization level will help in defining the approach. Furthermore, a common
vision works as a guidance for the CSR implementation process. As studied banks are an
embedded part of the local community, banks have a great possibility to communicate with
their stakeholders to understand the material issues. Internal analysis helps understanding
the internal valuable resources that could be exploited to support CSR strategy
implementation. According to the study findings, valuable resources providing competitive
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advantage are based on banks’ social capital – relationship with external stakeholders and
other OP banks – that should be exploited when determining the CSR approach.
Based on material issues and a common vision, in the planning phase a concrete strategy
should be developed where objectives and the most central activities are determined.
Depending on the resources there can be different amount of goals, and they can be increased
whenever perceived possible. Also, the existing activities should be updated to meet the CSR
objectives. It was a common opinion among interviewees that small steps should be taken
first, and then aim for bigger impact. To support the implementation of the strategy, the work
should be managed like any other project. Designating a person responsible and considering
ways to collect data to measure the results should be considered. As the study shows, lack
of concreteness in the actions turned out to be a challenge which even lead to refusal of the
whole CSR program in some cases. CSR data is connected to concrete actions: when
something is measurable, it becomes concrete. Therefore, CSR is also needed to be
integrated to the company’s existing strategy, so the objectives and challenges in addressing
CSR are considered in all of the central decisions. Here, once again, the community support
is highly important. The best ways to collect data should be shared.
Finally, the results should be made visible through internal and external communication.
Communication is closely linked to the challenge of collecting data, because numbers and
calculated facts are considered to be the base of effective and trustful communication.
Because the banks have used different language to communicate of these actions, it has to
be updated to meet the requirements of this time. Coherent language among the member
banks can strengthen the brand and help delivering the message.

6.2.

Small and medium-sized banks’ valuable resources in terms of CSR and
competitive advantage

This paragraph addresses the second research question and discusses whether the SMEs’
special resources can support CSR performance and firm’s competitiveness. From special
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SME resources, social capital and informal business culture were in the focus of this study.
Both of these intangible resources were visible in the studied case companies.
RQ2: Can the SMEs’ special resources and capabilities support addressing CSR in small
and medium-sized banks?
Strong social capital is clearly a valuable resource for small banks to integrate CSR and
support their competitiveness. Case companies’ social capital consists of the relationships
with the other banks part of the group, local community network and from close relationships
with the stakeholders. As small and medium-sized banks have limited internal resources,
banks can benefit from the external relationships to meet the CSR objectives. Close
relationships with their stakeholders enable reacting to their demands quickly. When CSR is
seen as a common initiative, strong social capital supports the integration of CSR and can
enhance the competitiveness for the banks part of the same banking group.
Informal company culture is also an element that supports the CSR allocation among case
companies. Company culture itself does not create competitive advantage, but it enables
banks to be flexible and agile and therefore they can effortlessly re-allocate their resources
to address issues that they want and implement new strategies quickly. Therefore, informal
company culture can be seen as enabler for CSR activities that creates competitive
advantage. However, informal company culture means informal strategies because company
culture is closely connected to the way how a company naturally addresses strategies.
Informal and “ad hoc” approaches were not seen convenient way to proceed anymore and a
clear program to manage these issues was demanded.
To conclude, SMEs should utilize their internal intangible resources when creating a CSR
strategy. Informal company culture and strong social capital are resources that support the
CSR integration and company competitiveness.
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7. Conclusion
This chapter concludes the learnings of the study, presents the theoretical and managerial
contributions, and finally provides suggestions for further research. Because the research
around sustainable business has mostly been concentrating on large companies, this study
aims to correct the minor attention that small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) have
gained in terms of research. There is a gap between theory and practice in CSR and SME
context. SMEs are regarded struggle finding business case from CSR and to have limited
resources to address it. Even though CSR implementation tools have been specifically
created for SMEs needs, they are poorly implemented by them. This dilemma created the
initial motivation for this study and encouraged to investigate how small and medium-sized
banks can get involved in sustainable development and integrate CSR in their business.
This study builds on presumption that small and medium-sized banks are more willing to
address CSR if the actions enhance their competitiveness. Therefore, this study applies
resource-based (RBV) view that relies on assumption that companies’ internal resources
determine company’s value adding strategies. In line with RBV, the focus is SMEs special
resources: informal company culture and social capital. The aim is to discover whether these
intangible resources can support the implementation of CSR. In addition, the different phases
of CSR implementation process are included to the empirical analysis to understand on a
concrete level of how these banks could integrate CSR and what are the advantages and
challenges on each stage.
This study follows Avram and Kühne’s (2008) and Johnson & Schaltegger’s (2016)
suggestions to focus on multiple companies within a one single industry to gain in-depth
understanding of how SMEs can address CSR. Because of financial sector’s crucial role in
enabling sustainable development, this study selects banking industry as context of analysis.
15 small and medium-sized banks operating in Finland are included in the study. Because
this study builds on resource-based view, that seeks competitive advantage over its
competitors from internal valuable resources, the case companies are selected from same
banking group. The data is analyzed using Gioia-codification methodology that enabled to
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bring rigor to qualitative research. The results are synthesized with existing CSR research of
SMEs with an aim to answer the research questions presented. Next, the findings of the
study are presented in relation to the theory and practice.

7.1.

Theoretical contributions

This study suggests that resource-based view is a suitable theory to investigate CSR in the
context of SMEs. RBV reveals whether the CSR actions bring value for the company and
therefore support selecting the CSR approach and finding the business case from CSR.
Because of SMEs’ limited resources, it is particularly important that CSR actions enhance
the competitiveness of the company. The results of the study indicate that small and mediumsize banks are able to drive change from their current business and address CSR with their
existing resources and capabilities. Even though CSR actions do not meet the so called VRIN
(valuable, rare, inimitable and non-substitutable) criteria, they can still be valuable for small
and medium-size banks and eventually be source of competitive advantage.
The results of this research suggest that because of SMEs’ limited tangible resources, SMEs’
should base their CSR strategies on their special intangible resources. Strong social capital
and informal company culture are resources that can support SMEs to address CSR. Studied
banks have strong social ties that come from being part of OP Financial Group and embedded
part of local community. Having an important function in the local community and strong
connections with stakeholders was found to enhance the motivation to integrate CSR in the
business. Small and medium-sized banks’ social capital is clearly an element that supports
the integration of CSR and therefore this resource should be utilized when aiming to
strategically address CSR.
Informal business culture was also seen to support the CSR integration because it gives sense
of flexibility to react to changes on the market or to stakeholders’ demands. Because of
informal business culture, SMEs’ often have an ‘ad hoc’ approach to address CSR, which
was visible also in the case companies. However, according to the study’s findings, CSR
should be approached as any other strategic changes. Thus, a strategic approach to CSR is
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required. This is especially necessary in situations when there is already existing CSR
practices and motivation to take them to the next level. Even though reactive approach can
be natural for SMEs, it is not an appropriate way to address CSR comprehensively in long
term because it makes the management and communication difficult. Accordingly, this
finding indicates that lack of structure in CSR work complicates the CSR management and
communication, making them impulsive. In this way, SMEs are not efficiently using their
scarce resources and lot of potential of the benefits of CSR are missed.
This study contributes to RBV by adding novel understanding of SMEs’ special resources
that enhance their CSR performance and competitiveness. SMEs’ special resources such as
social capital and informal company culture have a positive impact on strategizing CSR and
creating value for the company. CSR activities that are strategically valuable for small and
medium-sized banks are complex and often related to their social connections. Therefore,
this study suggests that the valuable resources and capabilities that are relevant in
strategizing CSR can contribute to the competitiveness of the bank if they are exploited
through banks’ social connections, such as stakeholders and social networks. Because these
connections are complex, they can be source of competitive advantage.

7.2.

Managerial implications

This study complements the existing research by providing industry-specific understanding
of small and medium-sized Finnish banks and creates practical implications to the
investigated banks and to banking sector in general. Based on banks current actions, the case
banks can be identified to have a strong existing CSR performance. However, the CSR
practices are not made visible and formally coordinated. As managerial implications this
study suggests that strategic approach to CSR is necessary for small and medium-sized banks
to enjoy the benefits that CSR creates, to ensure their competitiveness in the future and to
manage risks that they hold through the companies they finance. Strategizing CSR in Finnish
small and medium-sized banks is possible with their existing resources. The focus of CSR
activities should be on the actions that enhance the competitiveness of the firm.
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To support strategizing CSR, a simple model to address CSR in Finnish small and mediumsized banks (Figure 9) is created. The created model acknowledges the critical points as well
as the advantages of every phase of the CSR implementation process. To understand the
material issues and stakeholders’ needs, managers should utilize their strong social capital
that derives from their close ties to the stakeholders and local network. CSR should be taken
as a common initiative among member banks where all the banks contribute locally to the
shared vision. This can increase the significance of the CSR actions. Also, the possibility of
sharing the best practices and benchmarking with other member banks should be utilized.
New initiatives as well as the existing actions should be managed as any other project:
allocate enough resources, designate a person responsible of CSR work and aim to measure
the results. Relatively easy changes towards more sustainable way of operating is revising
the existing cooperation agreements to meet the CSR objectives. Sustainability is found to
bring a whole new angle to sales work and collaborations that can lead to stronger
partnerships, new initiatives and enhanced business benefits. Finally, to make the CSR
actions visible, they need to be communicated internally and externally. A common language
among the banks can strengthen the message.

7.3.

Suggestions for future research

The results of the study open interest to conduct similar study in a different context. When
there is enough understanding of SMEs from different industries, the understanding of CSR
in SME context can be improved and maybe some generalizations can eventually be made
to concern all SMEs. Investigating CSR through other SMEs’ special resources and
capabilities is an interesting approach for future research.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1. Interview questions in Finnish
1. Miten yritysvastuun tarve näkyy pankkialalla?
2. Koetko, että yritysvastuusta olisi teille liiketoimintahyötyä?
3. Miten kuvailisitte yrityksenne lähestymistä yritysvastuuseen tällä hetkellä?
4. Mitkä ovat liiketoimintanne suurimmat sosiaaliset vaikutukset? Entä suurimmat
vaikutukset ympäristöön?
5. Millaisia yritysvastuuseen liittyviä ulkoisia uhkia ja mahdollisuuksia näette?
6. Mitkä ovat tärkeimmät sidosryhmänne ja miten voisitte huomioida heidän tarpeensa
paremmin?
7. Koetko, että yritysvastuuohjelmasta olisi teille hyötyä?
8. Koetko, että sinulla on tarpeeksi tietoa yritysvastuuohjelman rakentamiseen ja sen
jalkauttamiseen?
9. Mitä esteitä näet yritysvastuuohjelman muodostamisessa ja sen jalkauttamisessa
yrityksenne toimintaan?
10. Mitä helposti toteutettavissa olevia muutoksia voisitte tehdä, jotta toimintanne olisi
vastuullisempaa?
11. Mitkä ovat tärkeimmät aineelliset ja aineettomat resurssinne, jotka mahdollistaisivat
yritysvastuuohjelman toteuttamisen?
12. Minkälaista tukea kaipaat yritysvastuuohjelman toteuttamisessa?
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